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NH begins smoking ··ban
policies in place," said Waugh. - Waugh, "is that the nonsmoker
By Paulina McC. Collins
The law is imended to apply is being protected and that the
The "No smoking" signs
to all public work places. "If you nonsmoker should not be put
posted in the cafeteria ·of the
have one or more employees, in a situation where he/ she
Memorial Union Building are
this law applies to you," Waugh has to inhale smoke:"
the result of a new state regu''People aren't smoking as
'
lation which bans smoking in said.
The way ,this .new policy will much as they used to," said
enclosed public places.
RSA 15 5 :45-49 is approxi- effect UNH is still uncertain Waugh, "and lots of articles are
mately a 20-page regulation and in the formulative stages, _b~ing written_ about the issue."
passed by House Bill #906 in sa id Waugh . There are many· For example, m th,e Jan. 13 The
1981. This original bill banned things to work out: design'ated Boston Globe's Business section,
smoking in enclosed public smoking areas, calculating a lead article read "Putting Out
places. It ~as~ ammended by ... sq_uare feet per building prcipor- the Cigarettes."
The Surgeon General has
HouseBill #133 in 1986, adding tional to the number of people
four new sections, (5b-53) res- who use the buildings, air- taken a firm stand on the
tricting smoking in the work con_µ itioning , aad smoking in smoking issue stating cigarette
.smoke is harmful to the health
· · pdvate offices.
place.
"The new regulation won't of a nonsmoker.
The Department of Health
"The scientific evidence," said
and Human Services is respon- eli.cninate smoking in the
sible for developing the details MUB," said Waugh. "Designat- Waugh, "is' irreputable."
Various countries have s·ucof this regulation. Samuel A. · ed·smoking areas wili"still allow
cessful nonsmoking p,rograms. ·
Waugh, Jr.,. the employment smokers to smoke," he said.
Waugh met with Stanley These countries include Hunmanager of the Department of
Human Resources has the dif- Copeland, facilities manager of gary, the Soviet Union, Finland,
-ficult job of seeing ho:w the new the MUB, Jeffrey Onore, direc- Japan, and France. The State of
regulation wiU be implemented tor of the building and Marianne New Hampshire is now taking
Fortesque, administrative cleri- a firm stand on the smoking
on 'the UNH campus.
The definition of smoking , cal sqpervisor, on Jari. 2s· to issue. The new regulation is
_'--.. ___ not a crusade by a number of
as stated in the regulation is: examine the MUB.
Waugh said his visit was an nonsmoking individuals to ban
"any lit cigarette, cigar or pipe."
The new regulation serves to informal one. "We're just look- smoking _o r·drive smokers from
protect the public health and ing at buildings; making ~ome the MUB. It is a state regulation,
inquiries, the specifics will come a state law which the University
welfare of the nonsmoker.
. of New Hampshire must comp"The new regulation went later," he said. ·
"The 'bottom line," said ly.
into effect Jan. 1 and buildings
have,·s,i4 ·r:nquths t-o g:~t. t4eir"'
1
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WENH employee Beryl Spector was killed in• th~ New Year's
Eve fire at the Dupont .Plaza Hotel in Puerto Rico.

WENH official
killed in fire
By Frank Moore
Beryl Spector, acting director
of publicity and promotion at
New Hampshire Pubic Televisio n, was amohg the victims ~t)f
the New Year's Eve blaze at the
Dupont Plaza Hotel in San Juan,
Puerto Rico. '
Spector, ')(), had been vaca tioning with her husband Dav.id
at a nearby hotel. She decided
to run , errands leaving her
husband behind to rest a heart
condition. Unfortunately, she
became trapped in ·the downstairs casino of the Dupont
Plaza Hotel when the fire. broke
out.
The fire -has been ruled as
arson.
Spector, a: native of Boston,
joined New Hampshire Public
Television (NHPTV) in May
1986 to coordinate prqmotion
efforts for NHPTV's new broadcast center at the Pertee Brook
off ices in Durham.
She was the first public executive to serve as president of
Broadcast Promotion and Marketing Executives / and international professional associa·tion for radio and television
stations both com·m ercial and
·
public.
"Despite being nationally

recognized, Beryl was a down
to earth person who always had
positive reinforcements for all
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Poultry farm roof ·colh1pSes
the Department of Animal
By Joanne Bourbeau
The cost to the University to - Science.
The roof of the building
rebuild the West Wing of the
New Hampshire Egg Test Build- collapsed last Friday at 5:30 a.m._
ing should be determined by under the weight of approxi early next week, according to mately two feet of snow, said
William Condon, chairman for _ Hank Ward, r,nanager of-the

poultry farm.
The larg.e amount of snow
New Hampshire has :received
this winter was unexpected, said
Ward . "In the past, the snow
would generally slide off by
·
itself."

· There were 2,370 laying hens
caged inside the building at the
time of the accident, Ward said.
Betweeen 50 and 100 were lost.
The remainder were moved . to

POULTRY, page 11

~-InsideThe . men's hockey
team tied B.U. 4-4, Wedne,s day night. See story,
page 28.
Homoph-obia ·at
, UNH? .See Bruce Perry's
article . in the Forum,
page 15.
The west wing of the New Hampshire Egg Te~t buildin,g ,was . severely damaged .af.ier the roof collapsed last Friday under
the weight of two fe~t of snow. Between 50 and 100 hens were. lost. (Craig Parker photo) -
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Heavy snowfall
results in superb
s~i conditions

Hy Steve Ciar3:metaro
As anyone who has skied this
se-mester already knows, ski
conditions.this winter have been
fantastic since the first few
snowfalls , in late Dece_m ber.
Several feet: have already fallen
in New Hampshire, Mainei aqd
Vermont, .and more is expected.
In a year when many ski areas
were facing great financial .
difficulties, the snow is a very
~elcomed sight.
·
According to the Nat-ional
_Weather Servi~e Information
Bureau in Concord, 60.4 inches
of s11ow h·as .been recorded as
far south as Concord with almost double that. amount in the
Washington Valley area. More
than half of that amount (38.3
inches) -fell in the first pan of
January. The National Weather
Service also preJicts a continued
trend of above average snowfall,
- but with near normal temper~
atures. It's quite obvious temperatures this month have been far
below normal.
Ski resort owners are very
· pleased with the generous blessing of snow. Guns tock Ski Area,
in Gilford, N.H., reports a base
of 24" to 36", and "excellent
conditions." Gunstock is .only
45 minutes from Durharil, the
home slope of the V piversity
Of New Hmapshire Ski Te~m.

According to Marketing Director David Buckmann, "This is
the best season we . (Gunstock)
have seen in at least five or six
years." For skiers on a budget,

"_Becaus·e of -the
cold weather in November . .and De- ·
cember, we've been
al}le to build a 27
inch to 63 in c h
b ase ... "

Gunstock offers a· two-for-one
deal every Tuesd_ay. Skiers pay
$18 for an all-day-lift ticket and
get the second one free.
Ellen Chandler, Promotional
Director at Wildcat Mountain
io Jackson, reports s-imiliar
conditions.
·
"We're having a very ,good
sea-s on. · Because of the cold
weather in November and December, we've been able to build

The Du rham area has been subject to 38.3 inches o-f snow since the beginning of J~nuary.
According to the National Weather Service, there· wiH be a continued _trend of above-average
snowfall. While the y now has hindered activies at UNH, New Hampshi-reski areas are experiencing
soi:ne of the best business in five years. Pictured here is on~_of the m_any possibl~ ski trails
in College Woods. (Stu .Evans photo)
·
a 27 inch to 63 inch base, a.n d lift tickets (ex.e luding· gondola) Wobds is so deep that towwe're continuously making are $16 for students Sunday - handing brnnches often block
· snow : All trails are- open," through Friday. The·y also have the path of the skier. The roads
reports Chandler. "We couldn't a t,,vo-for-onP .le:1 I on Wednes- and sidewalks in Durham mayask for much more," Chandler ·- day - $22 ·for two tickets.
be unnavigable,. but the trails
-adds.
Cross country skiing resorts in College Woods are packed,
A north-facing mount9-in, have good conditions as well. ready and wa-iting.
Wildcat is usually colder than Bretton Woods in Franconia has
So next time you curse the
other mountains. But, says 95:-kilometers of trails open, arid snow as you dig 'out your car or
Chandler, the staff is hoping
the Jackson Ski Touring Center fc,111 on the sidewalk,. remember
has 140 kin of tracked trails - the falling snow is the answer
for skiing at least into the
available. Even College Woods to ·ski~rs' prayers for a great
beginning of May. .
here in Durham has some good season.
Wildcat also offers discounts
for ,students with IDs. All chair trails. The snow in College

-NEWS ·IN
Acaused spy released
from Nicaragua
Managua-Accused American spy Sam Hall was
released by the Sandanista government Wednesday
because of health reasons. ·
Hall, who was captured taking phqtographs in
a restricted area, was declared psychologically
- unstable by the Nicaraguan government. Hall
transf~rred a flight from Costa Rica to Miami.
Hall was arrested on December 12, reportedly
carrying maps-of the Sandanista base at Punta Huete
and several rolls of films. Hall -told Mike Wallace,
in an exclusive interv:iew on 60 Minutes, that he
received inform'a tion from within the Pentagon
to carry on the clandestine acts, _The US government
has repeatedly denied any knowledge concerning
Hall a~d his story.

u~s.

moves ·naval presence in Mediterranean
Persian Gulf

Wash ing ton -The Navy has redeployed several
aircraft carriers and airfleets into the Mediterranean
Sea and.-the eastern Persian Gulf in an attempt to
·rerinforce its position.
·
TheUSS Kittyhawkand tbe USS Nimitz, two of
the Navy's strongest aircraft carriers pave been
reassigl)ed to areas dose to the area immediately
surrounding the Persian Gulf mouth and in -the
Mediterranean Sea iq an attem-pt .to aid those
-Americans and other foreigners currently in Beirut
.safe. passage out of that troubled area.
The_armouncement came at a time when .three
moi:e Arrier,icans were kidnapped .and a new
prohibition regarding travel to the restless ·area,
In April, 1986, ·the US government also banned .
travel to Lybia and the immediate departure of
American citizens there.

.Americ ans pause to remember shuttle tragedy
Kennedy Space Center,Fla .-Members of the
National Aeronautical Space Agency (NASA) paused
. for 73 seconds . Wednesday t-o mark the first
anniversary of the Space Shuttle Challenger.
It was one year ago that the launch was abo.rted
. tragically when an explosion ripped through the
solid rocket boosters(SRB) and ignited the shuttle _
into flames. Aboard the C'.::hallenger were five men
and two women, among .them Concord teacher.
S.Christa McAuliffe, the teacher selected by NASA
to- become the _first private citizen in space.
· In Concord, a private ceremony was held at the
State House where NASA officials unveiled an
official painting of Mrs·. McAuliffe. Members of
· the families of the seve'n astronauts gathered at
the Arlington National Cemetery for a memorial
service honoring those who have died in the
explosion.
Crew members included Richard Scobee, shuttle
commai:1der; Michael Smith, shuttle pilot; Judith ·
Res-nick Ronald McNair, EIHson Onizuka, Gregory
Jarvis, and Mrs. McAutiffe , Jyst 73 seconds into
the flight, an explosion ripped through the shuttle, ·
·, killing all those aboard.

Americ ans ba-rred ·f rom
Middle Easf
Wasbington-The State Department announced
Wednesday that Americans would be barred from
travelliflg to Beirut on their United States passports
and that rhe Americans currently in Beirut has 30
· .
days to leave ihe troubled area. .
Fearing for the safety of Americans in the Middle
East, the State Department announced that, after
the thirty day .period, anyone trying to use their
passports to travel to Beirut would be subjected
to a $2,000 fine and/or jail sentence.
Exceptions would be made for .those performing
humanitarian services and those families of the
several Americans currently held captive by Moslem
terrorists.
·

Rebels surrender t-o -Aqui~
-no fo _rces, ending siege
·

Watt is over· for world as
Waite is reported safe
Londo n-The world breathed a .sigh of relief as
the A~chbishop of Canterbury reported that he
.received contact that his envoy, Terry Waite, is
in good health and is safe from ihe crisis' ·i n the
Middle Ea.st.
The Most Reverend Robert Runcie announced
that he received contact from the Druze community
that ·Wa ite is safe and will retmn once his mission
has been co'rnpleted. Many people e~pressed concern
that W.aite ih~i.d been kidnapped because of his
disappearance from public view sinc~January_20.

Manila-Dissident soldiers e_nded their two-day
siege of a television station here in Manila after
negotiations between a strong .anti-Aquino factio~
met with armed forces Chief of Staff Fidel Ramos.
The siege ended an attempted coup after the
miliq1ry forcefully broke up a demonstration with
shots and tear gas over the weekend. Approximately
15 people were killed in that attack, which occurred
after Mrs. Aquino 'had given the group permission
to demonstrate, against the advice of her staff.
The group which took ov.e.r the televi-sio.n . station
were loyal supporters of dep0sed dictator Ferdinand
Marc::os, who was forced _ to leave the Pacific
archipelago in February of last year. Many have
s_taied that 'phase two'to depose Mrs. Aquino would ·
begin shortly and with more power.
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F acuity mem~ ers ·attend mini dorm sleepo ver
By Frank Moore
with faculty on more humane
Twelve faculty members terms this evening," Richard
packed up their belongings to Hersh, v.ice president of acaparticipate in a Faculty Over~ demic affairs said. We discussed
hight event sponsored by the issues without fear of argumenMini Dorms councils and staff tation because we talked in
.. Wednesday.
na.tural settings with everyone
:'The faculty and students had casually dressed."
.
a chance to interact with one
"Iprevio,uslywenttoa college
another on a more personal where three faculty members
basis," Special Interest Housing lived in each dorm and it was
Coordinator Mary- Faucher said. terrific!" Julie Stickler, 20, a
The evening began with · psychology major said."It gave
dinner at Philbrook dining hall . students a chance to get to know
then proceeded to Sackett house their faculty on a personal
for a film and disrnssion dealing basis."
with minority awareness on the
The evening ended at Wood UNH campus. A heated debate ruff house with a-coffeehouse
then took place at Hall hou?e and informal discuss_ion then
matching a liberal arts major it was bed time for both faculty
versus_ a te~hnical major, such and students.
According to
as engmeermg.
Hersh, faculty members should
The discussion focussed on visit dormitories every week.
whether or no.t liberal arts
"We should bring in new
majors would find employment faculty members each week to
following college. Facu!ty and speak with new students to
students came to agreement that · strengthen faculty-student re all college students, regardless \ lations," Hersh said.
of major, should have a diverA candlelight breakfast for
Faculty an-d students engaging in informal discussion during Wednesday night's sleepover sified and well rounded educa- ·. the faculty with table clothes
tion .
in the minidorms. (Peter Tamposi photo)
and roses took place J:hursday
Faucher said she sent invi- morni!)g at- Philbrook hall.
tations to faculty members that
,We're trying to explain to the
she arid othec resident hall faculty' that this breakfast is ·nor
advisors tho~ght would ·enjoy · a co·mmon occurence around·
the evening.
-·
· here," Stickler said with a smile.
,"Students had a chance to visit
By Robert H. Bosworth
tion from federal income tax
"If you claim 'exempt' status,
All employees and students withholding said Waugh. Last it is very important that you
who claimed ~xemptio'n from · year one could claim "EX - follow the instructions in block
tax withholding on their W -4 EMPT" status if he or she did 66 precisely. You must write in
form for calender year 1986 must not owe any federal income tax the year and the word 'exempt',"
resubmit a new W-4 for calender and had a righno a refund of said Waugh.
, , . .. , , h , . ,
yeaT 1987 on or before Feb. 15, all income tax which was withFor co.llege work study/ stu 1987 . If a new W-4 (1987 ver- held, and he or she did not dents, the 198] W-4 form •will '
sion) is nodiled by F:eb.15,.filing expect to owe any federal in- . be provided by the Financial'Aid ~
status for these employees and come tax the following year.
Office. For student hourly emstudents will be changed to
BeginningJan. 1,1987, people ployees, the forms will be prodeduct federal withholding tax cannot claim "EXEMPT" status vided by the hiring department.
the single and no dependents ·if they are claimed as a dependFor all others, the 1987 Wrate, according to · Sameu I ent on another person's tax 4 forms will be available at the
Waugh, Employment Manager return and have any nonwage Payroll Office in DeMeritt
for the Human Resources Ser- · income, such as interest on House and at the Department
vice Building.
savings, and _expect wages plus of Human· Resources. All comThe W -4 forms must be dated
this nonwage income to add up pleted W -4 forms must be sent
' on or after Jan. I, 1987, Waugh · to more than $500. The reason to the Data Resource Center in
added.
for this change; Waugh s_aid, is the Department of Human
There is an important change · the working child will have a Resourc~s, Service Building.
regarding eligibility for exemptax liability for 1987.

W-4 form.chang es exemp tion

at

_This singer-guitarist was part of one of the m~ny activities
in t~e mini-dorms Wednesday night during the faculty sleepover,
(Peter Tamposi photo)
·
· ·

Senate briefs

Many stuqents have had trouble getting their cars out of the snow late:. ·
of the high snow piles left by plows. (Craig Parker photo)

-W rite news for THE NEW HAMPSHIRE and have your
name in print

By Bryan Alexander
The student senate will show
some new faces this semester
since two senate chairpersons
relinquished their posts after
the first semester.
Academic Affairs Chairperson Melissa Bulaong resigned
her position because of a time
committment. Bulaong has been
promoted to president of the
Memorial Union Student Organization and will not be able
to hold both jobs.
Appl_ications are being ac, cepted for this seat and for the
Residential Life chairperson.
Former Resi-life chairperson,
Christina Cameron, is taking
the semester off. Her post is
temporar.ily being filled by
senator Scot Robidoux. ·
University President Gorcjon
Haaland will address the student

senate at the senate meeting on
Sunday. H,,1aland will be speaking about the "Strategic Edge"
which his office recently put
tog~he~
'
"This is the game plan for the
.next ye,lrs at UNHt said Student Activity Fee-Council Chairperson Warner Jones.
. This speech was scheduled
for last semester; but was postponed because Haaland attended the girl's field hockey
championship game.
The proposed budgets for
MUSO, the Granite, and the
Programming Fund Organization passed their budgets for
next year through preliminary
discussions in the Student Activity Fee Council; said Jones.
These budgets w i_lI go before
the student senate next for final
approval.

-
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·What do you think of·t he
new no-smoking pol icy at

Due to a new state regulation which bans
smoking in enclosed public spaces, smoking .in
public buildings will be severly limited.

.UN H?

. ''I think it's discrimi na-.
tfon. An all out bar of
smoking in the pub is a
little extreme. "
· Jeff.Gayl ord
Sophomore ·
Undeclared

S.A.F.O.

"I don't think it's fair tha.t
it's all non-smoking~ There
should be a smoking Sf!Ction."
·..
· Janei Sc~tt .(
Sophomore
Anthropo logy

-------~---,f-

''If you deny the right of
one, you're questioning the
rights of all."
Rob Mills
. Freshman
English

. ''I think it's wrong. Everyone should.be able· to
smoke where they want.
There should be a smoking
. . and a non-smo king section."
. Adrianne ]ones .
Freshman
Pre-Vet

(Student Activjties Fund Organization)

is accepting applications now for a

BUSINESS ·.MAN AGER
• Credit Available ·
• Gre~t Experience . ·
• Compensation

.

·

y

.

Pick up applications in RoolD 1241 in -u,e MUB• .

.~

. .,. . . ..

.
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.CALENDAR
Smith hall hosts · special day ·
FRIDAY,JANUARY 30

By Lantz Price

Residents of
Smith Hall are gearing up for
the first annual "Smith Hall
DJy" to be held Saturdc1y, Jan.
31.~ and according co Suzy
Gruber, liason for ,Residential
Life and Intern.ational Office,
the event has some-thing for
·
everyone.
The celebration will begin at
II a.m. in Smith Hall with a
special brunch for Smith Hall
. residents, followed by a talent
show featuring musical skits and
sign language. All students are
invited to attend an international foods extravaganza at Stillings OininP Hall frc)m 4 to 6

together of cul tu res and nap.m. Saturday evening.
. Smith Hall, the organization tionalities, Gruber said.
Karin Kaczorowski, a resi- ·
that brings the International
Fiesta to campus each April, will deru assistant in Smith Hall,
introduc_e an~)ther presentation said residents will particpate
of mult10at1bnal (.Qods _to_ the in cultural exchanges and discuss
student body hosted by Stt!lmgs, _ social norms.
The ·dinner menu at Stillings
according to Grub~r. T?ere will
also be an extensive d1splaj· of includes such items as Chinese
~lecorat_i?ns r_epres~nting var- hot and sour soup, Italian Tan10us_ nations rnclud_mg post_ers duri Murgh ·cspicey chicken
_of d1fkrent countnes, mus1Cal legs), Tunisian Brik Turnovers ,..
en·tertainment and students (vegetarian entree), Indian Dal
wearing international dress, (spic"y leritls) and Chinese
steamed buns. Deserts include
Gruber added.
Through _t9e eve_nt, it is hoped _ Greek Baklava, Jerusalem cake
students wt!I atta.m -a stronger and an American ice cream
motivatinn toward the co,m ing smorgasborg.

WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY-at Northeastern
WRESTLING-at Rhode Island College with WNEC
ART PRINT SALE-MUB, 10 a.m . to 5' p.m.
MEN'S HOCKEY-vs. Boston University, Snively, 7:30 P·!n

SATURDAY,JANUARY 31
MEN'S BASKETBALL-at Vermont
WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS-vs. Penn State and Maryland,
Field House, l p.m.
NATURAL HORN-Dr. Polk, UNH Hor~ Instructor and
Music Dept. Chairman, will be presenting a lecture and
_demonstration on the horn. Paul Arts, 2 e_.m., free.
-WOMEN'S SWIMMING-vs. Maine, Field House, 2 p.m.
FACULTY CONCERT SERIES-Peggy Vagts, flute; with
John Hunter, bass; and William Reeve, percussion. Bratton
·
R~cita.l Hall, Paul Arts, 4:30 p.m., free.

Write for

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL-vs. Bro~klyn, Field 'House, 7 p.m.
CELEBRITY SERIES-Apple Hill Chamber Ensemble,Johnson
·
Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.

The New Ha~p shire

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 1
WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY-at Providence
MUSO FILM-"American in Paris." Strafford Room, MUB,
·
7 and 9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 2
\

LAST DAY for graduate students to withdraw and qualify .
,
for .'> / 4_tuition refund.
•C

MUB MINI courses begin

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 3
MEN'S SWIMMING~vs, Tufts, Field House, 4 p.m.
~ECTUR_E- "Lustord: Images of Vi~!I_e nce Against _Wom~n
m Twentieth Century German Art . D_r. Beth Lewis, Univ .
of California at Los Angeles and the College Wooster, Ohio, ,
~oo m 2._18, Paul Arts,.7:30-9 p.111. ,
MEN'S BASKETBALL-vs . Boston University, Field House,
· ·
7:30 -p.m._

CALENDAR INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, .ROOM 322, MUB.
(Observe deadlines on proper forms)

■

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
D·E LIVERS'
. FREE. -

Only $6.75 for a
12" pizza with pepperoni, double cheese
and extra thick crust:

for a limited time only.

Call us.
Durham Shopping Center·
Phone: 868-6230
Hours:

11 a.m. - 1 a.m. Sun.- Thurs.
11 a.m. - 2 a.~. Fri. and Sat.
Our drivers carry less
than $20.00:
Limited delivery area.
© 1986 Domino's Pizza. Inc

The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi- ·
weekly thro~ghout the academic year. Our offices are located in R_oom
151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Busmess
Office hcurs: Monday - F'riday 10 am - 2 pm. Academic year subscription:
,24.00 Thfrd dass postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should
check their ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no case be
·responsible for typograph•-:al or other errors, but will reprin~ that _p~rc
of an advertisement in which-a typographical error appears, 1f nottf1ed
· immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire,
151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 10,000 copies printt:d per issue
·
by Journal Tribune Biddeford, Maine.

Thanks for all your efforts.
We know . you make, a differ¢ nee.
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ACADEMIC
DISG>very . MICROCOMPUTER CLUSTERS:
Three DISCo~ery Microcornputer Clusters are
available to students located in .Stoke; McConnell,
and the MUB. Students ' wishing to use either
AT&T6300. or ,Macintosh Plus PC must attend an
orientation-session. Sign-t:i•p _sheets are locat_e d
on the MlJB cluster door. .- Sessions are held daily
from 12:30-2 p.m:. MU:B cluster. ·
·
FINANCIAL AID WORKSHOP: Learn .all about
.the application process for financial aid for I 98788. Presented by the, UNH Financial Aid Office:
Brfog your question~on Tuesday, February 3,
Underwood House. J.2:30-2 p.m, Information: 8623647._

RESOURCE GUIDE.. FOR . .PAR E NTS· ANO-.
CHILDREN: The UNH Child Care I~for.i;,ati'c;~
' and Referral Service's new publication,Chi/d's Play-.
A Resource -Guide for Parents and Children ; is
By .Chris Pollet ·
, floor R.A., has 1nv'ited Dr.
nHw -avai.lable. The booklet was prepared whelp _:_
During the week of Feb. 1- · Steve-n Reyna co talk:about ~the
l
l cl.ff
b ·
P.arents become acquainted with the wide range :
6, the Alexander Halt staff will cu tura · 1 ererioes· · etween
of activities and programs available for chi·Jdren
· .· ·
· in t 11e Seacoast
·
·
-run a ser1·_e s o·· f · program
· -s u11der
areas of the world. Sub1· e_d s__ that
area . Ir may be purchased a·t a cc>st
of $_1 at Town and Campus Bo<>k Loft in D,urham,
the title of "Diversity Week."
are hoped to l;>e ·covered are
Little Professor or Children's Parade in Do-v er,
Residents are offered a dif- · · terr<>rist action in the ~-fiddle
Learning Unlimited in rhe Newington Mall and
ferent and worthwhile educa- East, the pea~a:nr ..
Crn~ral
The Children's- Museum of Portsmduth or. by '·; _ti·<>n · by "'d1king.- .it '( )ut:'c:s f.:r:he·J, America,- :~md-'th'e .bI~ck's SJrugsending a check for $3, payable to UNH Child Ca.re
cta's sroom and offering it: in- the . gle .in, ~ouch!'Africa,. By' showing
Information. to UNH CCIR, U.nderwood -Hou·se.
residence halls;" said Cunningh- -~ these differen.ce, Bocko hopes
Information 862-2895.
.
.
arn.
·the- program will lead · _to . a

'iti

Robin Sant<>, the f~male'·s greater llnders·tapdirig o( the
.second floor R.A., will offer the , · residents-across cultura.l lines.
ATHLETICS AND RECREA'.rlON .
program "Becoming Acquainted· Ther~ is .a lso a hop~ that many . with Homosexuality." Liz Her- stereotypes will be . broken
NEW HAMPSHIRE HALC OPEN RECREAon, a UNH alumnus, will give down . .-.· - . . . . ,, :t _,
ION: Ai;1yone eil_r_tidpati.ng' in_ .(>pen recreatio_n
an open talk on hex homosexEric S#te~, .t he m'a'ie's second
at New Hamps~re ·ffall must present their
·t,iality and how it has .,iffected floor R.'A., has. Scott Chesn_e y
Universitf.JD to the's~is:or on duty. '
HEAL-J'H
her life and that of her family.
tQ give his program tided ''!teal
.
.
Heron will ask for crowd pc,1r- .Men .Don't Go ·w Programs,."
TABLE TENNIS TOURNAMENT: Sponsored
AL-ANON MEETING: Individuals affected by·
ticipation through written ques- Se<J.tt ·will disc:uss a male's role
by -the Depi:. of Rec Sports: Men's arid Women's
another's use of alcohol° or other drugs are welcome __
tions-submitted
anonymously.
; in societ'y ,t o g~rhering,of men.
Single,. and Double Elimination Table Tennis
. Mopdays; Wolff House. noon to 1 p.m.
·
Tournamern Rosters due: February 9, at Captain's
. Santo hopes to break down It ·is - Stite~·s _: hope th a.,'t the
Meeting, Carrt>l1/Belknap Room, MUB, 6 p.m.
some of che residents miscon- program will' make inales more
NARCOTIC ANONYMOUS MEETING: _.For .
Event is on February 20, Hillsborough/Su'tlivan
ceptio,;is · with the subject of · ·awa·re o-f how thei r_ role:s . in
individuals
cc>ncerned
about
their
drug
,use.
a.re
•. Rpom,MUB. .
.
-. homosexuality by offering this - soc;i~ty · have ,grown · i,;u o . deeply
welcome. Tuesdays, Wolff House, 6-7 p.m.
. .first hand ac·c ount by _a w_ell- roote~ :stereotypes which inen
DYNAMIC DUO NIGHT: Sponsored by the Dept.
MEETINGS
tes_pecred speaker. _· . _ " . ·
tend tQ falst1into. T his .l.ook. at
of Rec Sports~Open to UNH st'udenrs and graduate
. Maryann Samos, thtdemale's . ma"I e sex . rrifos ,~n l ea.9 ~o a
students, faculty and staff. Rosters due February
UNH DEBATE SOtIETY MEETING: Learn t~>
third floor R.A:; plaJ:is to run greater' u _n detsta'nding o.f the
9, Captain's Meeting, Carroll/Belknap Room, MUB,
speak effectively and informatively' th:rc>ugh
the program .. A Class Divided," misconceptions that the·· society ,
6 p.m, Evemis February 13, Field_~ouse, ?:30 p.m.
speeches and debates. Mondays, Room 310, Horton,
The film depicts an elementary ha~ imbedded within .itself: .
8: 15 p.m. All welcome.
CAREER
school .teacher -segregating her
. .Maureen Cunningh~m, .Alexstudems · by eye color . .A br.aiq:- _ . ander'.s new Ha.II Directo.r, is
SIMULATION
GAMES
CLUB
MEETING:
Anyone
INTER VIEWING SKILLS WORKSHOP: Spon- ,
washing .effect 'occurs; wh'ich · · plarinfog · to· do the program
intere~ted in FRP, wargames, and board games
sored by Career Planning and' Placement. Make
leads .f o _prejuclices ,with~ll th~ tided t'Starpqwer.' '. ,"Star.power"
of all types should find time to check us oui:! -W e
the most of your job interviews. Learn tips and
have AD&D, Travelkr, Avalori Hill and many milre
gt<;mp.
_.
_
_
i.s a p r ogr am wich e~ta-1'.)fishes
techniques to help you get the job you want. Monday,
ac;tivities at meetings. Fridays, H _il'lsbo~
.· A di~cussion after the pro~ three cla.sses through simuFebruary 2, Forum Room, Library, 7-8 p.m.
rough/Sullivan Room, MUB, 6:30 p.m. . _· ·
·:
gram will show how_ even a . la.te~f e~onorrw ~nd shows, how
simple demonstration can open each class has a diff.erent menSENIOR ORIENT ATIONS: Mandatory for seniors
SOCIETY FOR PHYSICS STUDENTS MEETING:
wishing· to interview on-campus or establish a
up a larger set of issues such as ta1ity attached to it. Th~: pa-ral.,
. First meeting! Discussing various speake~s wh<>.
credentials file. Two hour sessions, no sign-u·p
prejudice. "The program -~s -leis drawn to our o~n _SO(:;:je _iy
will
be
coming
to UNH as well as anyt.hing new , .
necessary. Monday, February 2, 4-6 p.m., Tuesday,
showing that -being qiverse is · ~ _i,11 be:a_~tai,:ied thfough~.res_idem
anyone
has
to add . Tuesday, February 3, Physics ·
February 3, rioon-2 p.m:, Wednesday, February_
s!:10~wro,n g:,'. ' said :~antos.- ' . ' ST;_AFF, p.ag~ 9 . .
. Lounge, Demerrit, 6 p.m.
.
·
4, 4-6 p.m. and Thursday, February 5, 7-9 p.m. all
Phil B6cko~"th€ rnile}s f'irs,r ,.,_•: ;~ ;.. · .•
.·
in. the forum R<>0m, Libra.rt. ,
::.:~.~ ~- . ;)· :> .)i-.. ~:.:.:
:- ,. .: . .~: .,· .. ~.r.
. ;,,.,,!:~,.;;._. RE D CR'oSS STUDENT COMMITTEE'.MEET-:.,, --~.·:
"
\
ING:
Di
scuss.ion;.
o
f,
up.c(>mi.ng
blood
drive
.
Any
· CAREER PLANNING WORKSHOPS: Small
student
interested
in
preparing
or
wc:>rking
at
site,
group workshops (limit 10) designed to help you
is welcome on Tuesday, February 3, 12 Dover Road
assess your career goals. Sign-up basis only; in
Durham ( next to foreign car garage) at 7 p .m. or
Rom -203, Huddleston. Mond~y, February 2, .
Wednesday, February- 11 a nd Thursday, FeQtu11ry > _call 868-p53 after 8 p.m.
19 from 4:30-6:30, Room.203 / Huddieston . . :
ORGANIZATION MEETING FOR LAW JO URN AL: For students intere~ted in the writing and
JOB FAIR: Sponsored by N:H.C.U.C. and Career
production
of a campus wide pre-law review, due'_
Plarining and Placement. Abour 100 employers
w.ill be represented on Wednesday, February 18 , out in April. Tuesday, February 3, Commbn>Office,
MUB, 7:30 p.m.
'
at St. Ans~lm College in Manchester, 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. 'A gre a t opportunity to make erpployer
AMERICAN ASSOCIATIO N OF UNIVERSITY
contacts and give out resumes. Stop in Room ·203_;
WOMEN MEETING: "B<>w ,Research in Education
Huddleston for more information.
·
'
Can Inform Makers of Public Pc)licy" will be
discussed by·· D r. M. Christine Dwyer and Dr. Love
GENERAL
of RMC Research Corporation of Hampton. Their
. talk will include examples of their .research in
SANDWICH LUNCHES: Sponsored by Nonchildren's television, as well as in teacher certiTraditional Student Center. We'll have the fixingsfica,tic)n ,and Head Start.,Thursday, February 5,
-you caq build your own san<:iwich and pay a
Aluinni Room, New Hampshire Hall, 4: 15 p.m .
reasonable price per ounce. Tuesdays, U riderwood
-House, 11 :30 a.m . to I :30 p.m. lnfo,rmation: 862-. . All intersted are invited. ·
3647.
T_.

EXPLORING SPIRITUALITY DISCUSSION: ·
Sponsored by Non-Traditional Student Center.
What is it? Do we need it? Do ·we want it? An openended discussion about the spirittial sid_e of li_fe. .
No expectations, noconv.infing; no conversion, _
February 4, Underwood House. 4-5:30 p.m.
·

a
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...........................................
.
••
:
OUTSTANDING
.i

' NOTICE INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIV-

ITIES , ROOM 322, MUB. (Observe deadlines
t
I
t I er forms)

;

•

i•
•

: -

•:•
•
■
••;
;

•

•

WORK/STUDY JOBS

:
■

I

T ASk Tutor/Counselors
•teach study skills (learn some, too)
.provide per_sonal & academic advising
•

• are sophomores, juniors, or first semester
seniors with a 2.5 minimum GPA

i'.

15th Anniversary se·ason

••
•:•-

Featuring a New W.ork by Tison Street

••: .

Appl,e HUI Chamber-Players

·:

Program: ·
Dark .Tangos by Tison Street
Piano Trio in. F minor by Dvorak
String Quartet in C Major by Boccherini

•

.•f
I•■---------------------If you would like to be part of our team,

1

; working in a friendly, supportive environment:,

••
;
•

!•
:
:

•

•

cl

apply at

dbur)7 R .
't ~Sk, 2l ~~ bouse)

d & ~bite
(re
868 _3698

:•

•

:
;
by February 3. ;

,■

•
............................................
..•

1987 Tour and
New Work
_
Commissioned by
NeVtf England
Preseritors, Inc .

The Apple Hill Chamber Players· tour .and commissioning is an
Art5 Advocacy project of New E)lgland Presentors , Inc. in recognition
of New E:ngland ensembles and composers. Tlae project is funded
in ·part by the six state arts agencies of New England and the National
Endowment for the Arts through the New England Foundation for
the Arts.

. UNH Celebrity Series
8 p.m. Sat., Jan. 31-Johnson Theater
Gen. Public $12, Faculty/Staff $10, Elderly $9, Students $8
MUB Ticket Office 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
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FOR
.· + . *JUNE TRANSFER ORIENTATION* ···

·. 1

Applications and details ava_ilable at the
Co~:~uter/Transfer Center~ Rm .._13-6, MUB,·
862;3612 ask

for Andre!=i or Ma_rtha. _

· De-adline: February 6, 1987

*Great .Fun , · .
*Great Exp~rience
*Paid Position

-

.

-

~

.

.

-

.

IN_

MAKE° A ·_ DIFFE~_E NCE
THE .'1'._IU\NS.FE-R S;TUDENT':~ TOUGH TRANSITION! ·

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ._lll!lal. . . . . . . . . .. .-·,,. J~---~- - ~- ~~~~~,.~.~
- ~:~~~~~~~~~~~·~
--, ~- -·~· ~

....-~~------,--------~-----:.-____:'......+;

I

•• ·

•· · . · ·•·

;

• ••• • • • • •

·;.,

• ·•

:·

•• ~.

1• . ,•••••••••• ,~ ~-- • :• • :~ ••••• ~'~ ••••• -~

-

the·Resident Assisf.an-t experience

.. ATTENTION!! ·
•••

•

•. Yourself to make
ia:,:differeni:e . . .
.

.

)

,·

.

-

·,

.

:

-

..

.

'

,

A

The University Ad vising-.... • Center has office hpurs at the
I • Corrimuter/Transfer Center . . :
: · -every Wedrlesday from 10:00 - · :
noon. If yQu have Ques-,
· j · , hons or concerns ~nd you are • :
: .. · an U·n de.clared Liberal Arts
ma~or or wantto cha.n9e y~ur
maJor-, ,stqp by and talk with
-_
lliiililiiii Directorof the ~ :
i ·• •Advising C~nter.,Fo~ appoint- • ,!
·: . _, ments_du,ring . this time only,
:•
_:,. ·· · ·~ c-all the· Commuter Transfer
: · Center at 862-3612.

}? ~:m.·-

·,

.UNH Office of Residential Life
;------------------,----,----------+--

?

.:i ..· .
l1.·

... in your life,
. -in the lives of others,
arid at ·uNH.
Fot more information please attend one of these meetings:
7:00 pm Tuesday,
.January 27 · ,Smith Hall
7:00 pm Wednesday, January 28 Devine Hall
12:30 pm Thursday, january 29 MUB, Stratford Room
'7_:00 pm , Thursday, January 29 Christensen Hall

i
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'

.

!. :~
:
.
·
·
~
·
.
'l.
'
.
,
)f .T .

·

•••••
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·ACHIEVEMENI:·
c o·mmu ter/Tra osfer:Genier
T_h e _
can•m~ et your comm u't er needs·We have· -·

'

i

• Typewrite rs .
• Jumper Cables
.
·• Housing Informatio n
• Conflict resolution {or landlord or roommate
disputes
·•Dictiona ries ·
.• Calculators· .
• Study lounge
• Babysittin g File
• Intramura l Sports sign ups
•Ride board
Emergenc y housing
•

Come by and check us out - Room 136 Mus ·
-

.

HCVNI,: Monday- Thursday 8 a.m. - 10:30 p·.f'D·.,

There are many ways
to acknow ledge it... ·

Friday 8 a.m. ~ 4:30 p.m ., Sunday 5 -: 1 0 p.m.

one lasts a lifetime.
Your College Class Ring-·

7 ~ : 862-3612 .

from Balfour! ·
Select yours at:

-TheMU B

Wed.Feb .4 ,
· Thurs. Feb. 5
10-3

MUB Balcony
required ·
$10.00 deposit
-.
.

0Balfour. No on, remembers in so many· ways. .

The .

Granite · ·
is Spo nso ring a ··

.to be featu red -in ·the 1987 yearbo()k.
Have your work 'prin ted with photo. cred iti and ·
get paid;
'
Them e: The Puls e
,

. ··

.

-

,

\"

..

.

.

·'.:·Mor ~ .Jufo rmat i91J : Gra nite Offic e Rm. ·125 MUB
~,~-Ile({/#;~ <q~ j)jf ~ ·: 4Ji:,lfi! ifijP .r mqfi ofi.fh (!~t. /J~~i}).Q?
· ;i.
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Manning Se ri es .be gi ns ·Fe b. 8
~

I

By Joel Zenie
Bre.nn an Mann ing , an extraord inary speake r for the
Catho lic Churc h, will give a
lecture and reflect ion series at
the Univer sity of New Hamp shire from Feb. 8 throug h Feb.
12. Open to the public of-any
religio us <lenor ninatio·n, each
lecture will run from 7 to 8:30
p.rn.
There will be no charge for
any of the five evenin gs, but a
free will donati on will be given
on the last evening.
~ On Feb. 8, Mann ing will
speak on the "Heal ing Our
Jniage of God and' Oursel ves•·•
at Oyste r River Eleme ntary
School on Garriso n A venue. On
Feb. 9 will be "Abba Fathe r"

useless
at . the- Durha m Comm unity ho_w they can let go of
parn.
Feb.
On
Street.
Church on Ma~n
He talks about his life expe10 wi-ll be "The Power and
and others ', and he tells
rience
Audnd
Murkla
the
at
m"
-Wisdo
, all relatin g to the
stories
Bible
.
Afitorium . "H.eali ng throug h
Lindsa y. Lindsa y
says
,
theme
11
Feb.
theme
the
is
on"
firmati
4on't have to be
you
that
says
at Horton Social Science Room
benefit.
4. On Feb. 12th w·ill be "The of any certain religion to
a maris
ng
Manni
an
Brenn
,
Horton
Courage to Risk" , at the
ried Fransis can priest from New
Social Science Room 4-.
Betty A. Lindsay, coordi nator , Orlean r He studied at Sr. Johns
of Misof the upcom ing event , says Univer sity, Univer sity
ry·, and
niversi
U
bia
Colum
souri,
and
ve
se~siti
Brenna n is a very
Amerof
sity
Univer
ic
caring man as well as very the Cathol
s in
studie
ate
gradu
with
ica,
him
seen
has
She
intelli gent.
and
re
scriptu
,
writing
e
creativ
lecture, and said that he is very
gy at ·
rheo-Io
taught
Be
.
liturgy
also
She
king,
provo
ht
thoug
nville
say s his lecture s make people the Unive rsity of Steube
al
spiritu
as
served
and
Ohio
·
in
where
elves,
thems
into
look
·
22
page
,
NING
MAN
they
.they are in their life, whereneed chang e in thejr life, and .

WHEB to ho st · bridal affair
By Karen DiCon za
The ,secon d annua l WHEB
Bridal Affair and Fashio n Sh.ow
will take place this Sunday, Feb.
1 at the New Englan d Cente r
in Durha m, N.H. The show will
run from noon to 5:30 p.m. and
·
admiss ion is free.
Some 50 exhibi tions will
· partici pate in the event, including flower shops, catere rs, je- ·
welry s-tores, furnitu re outfets ,
· bakeri es, travel agenci es, and
· .
novelty stores. . .
The Maste r of Cerem onies
for the affair will be forme r
WHE: S person ality Tom Bergeron, now host of the WBZ- ·
TV talk show, "Peop le Are

specia l faThe theme of this year's show will also be ·a few
shion
high-fa
by
ed
design
shion~
.
t."
-Orien
is "A Salute to the·
outh,,
Accor ding to Diane Wegrz yn design er, Erana of Portsm
·
said.
she
are
s
of WHEB , ''the booth
m
perfor
who
bands
l
Severa
encour aged to use orient al deBREN NAN MAN NING
and
signs to imply a japane se motif." at WedJ ing Cerem onies_ the
during
The Fashio n Show will bei in recepti ons will play
provid ed
bands,
These
event.
e
featur
will
at 3: 15 p.m. and
ain- '
Entert
rd·
Richa
'
Cuzin
by
many weddin g outfits including ,
_s,
Shiftei;
The
are
,
Agency
ment
the
of
r
mothe
,
gowns
bridal
(contin ued
T.J.
;
ny·
Compa
and
Sugar
Brown
bride appare l, trousseau outfits ,
rs,
Smoke
flower girl and ri,ng bearer , Whee ler and The
and Pin- intera ction within the estabattire, and tuxedos, all of which Monta ge, Celebr ation,
lished system.
have been feature d in curren t - daric.,
There is great hope in the
5,000
yn,
Wegrz
to
ing
Accord
nation a'l bridal publications.
of "Diver sity Week" at
success
attend
t9
ed
expect
Accor ding to Wegrz yn, 66 spectators are
as it sets the preceder
Alexan
prooutfits will be model ed in the the event which is being Stare· de-n t for . the semes ter of the
by
nated
coordi
ally
show, most from Madel eine's fession
Daugh ter of Portsm outh. There of the Art Prcx:luajons of Portsmouth.

STAFF
from page. 6) ,,
intrado rrp progra mming . Everyone is welcome along with any ·
qut=stions that they might have.
For futher inform ation contact; _
Mau,r een ~unni ngham 862- .,,, _
)1_51.

1

T,,11,;ri _<y ,,

✓'
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Paint a picture ... not a rock.

~

-'-..

Use your head. \
.
Sm~rt people recycle aluminum,
· paper and gla~.

Give a hoot.

Don't pollute.
,.,..

Forest Service, U.S.D.A.

ta,

....--------------~----------'

Photo _S chool
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

lllllll,111111111111111111111111111111111111111

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111

11111111111111111111111111111111111

1111111111111111111111111111111

Registration begins immediq_te__ly
Photo school: $40 (includ~s
Classes included are: Beginning and advanced
exclusive darkroom. use)
black & white and also ~olor
Darkrooms: ·$ 30 ·
Contact Rob or Carl in Rm. 148 in the MUB or call _862-1485
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UN1YE1S1T1 )Blew sn:TEM

(continued from page' l)

he r wo rkers," P ublic I nforma tion ~Manage r D~mhy Meneghin
said.
Specto r began her publ icity
.ca re e r as dir ector o f public
r elations for N e w E ngl a nd
_Deaconness H os pital in Boston
-before becoming public relations d irector of the A Iba ny .
Pub lic Library.
·
'
"Beryl was an ins p ira tio n tfl
us all," N H PTV General Manage r Arthur J. Singer said."S,he
mixed her work and her life so
· .complete ly th at coworke rs and
friends became family ,.and as

PAGE ELEVEN

These cases were omitted from T,esday's issue. .

fam ily, we g rew to help e ac h
other both on and off the jc>b." .
-spector's fa ther worked as the
editoria l carrnonist for the
Boston H erald-T raveler where
he received a pulitzer pri ze fo r
editorial cartoons.
Spector is SU r vi ved by her
husband D avid , of Latha m , New
York, and three children, Nancy
o f H ous.ton, Texas; G ary of
Wa shington , D .C. ; and Susan,
a graduate s tudent at Bost(rn
~ni_versity College of Commun1Cat1on.

AREA:I HEARING OFFICER
, DATE:9/7/ 1986

-11.LEGATION-:·OBJECTS THRQ_WN FROM , ·
WINDOWS: POSSESSION OF FIREWORKS
OR .EXPLOSIVES
.
-ACCUSER-: HALL DIRECTOR
PLEA-: AGREE (GUilTY): AGREE (GUil TY) . ·
RECOMMENDATION-: DISCIPLINARY PROBA- ·
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS
ONE SEMESTER): WORK PROJECTS WITH
·POLICE
SANCTION-: DISCIPLINARY PROBATION
(REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE
SEMESTER)
.

DATE: 11/26/1989
·AWGATION-: DRUNKENESS
-ACCUSER-: HALL DIRECTOR

DATE: 12/ 6/ 1986
-ALLEGATION-: INFRACTION OF OTHER
UNIVERSITY DRINKING RULES: GUESTS:
. ALCOHOL USE REGULATIONS .·
)ACCOSER-: HALL DIRECTOR
· PLEA-: AGREE (GUilTY) : AGREE (GUILTY):
AGREE (GUILTY)
.
RECOMMENDATION-: JEOPARDY OF EVICTION .
,
(REMAINDER OF SfMESTER)
SANCTION-: JEOPARDY OF EVICTION (·REMAINDER. OF SEMESTER)

PLEA-: AGREE (GUilTY)
RECOMMENDATION•: MISCELLANEOUS MEETINGS - COUNSELING AND TESTING,
ADVISORS, HALL DIRECTORS , ETC..
WORKSHOPS
. SANCTION-: MISCELLANEOUS MEETINGS
- COUNS!:LING AND TESTING, ADVISORS, HALL DIRECTORS, ETC.. WORKSHOPS

DATE: 11/ 26/ 1986
·ALLE"GATION~: RESPECT FOR OTHERS:

AREA HHEARING.OFFICER

DRUNKENESS: GUESTS : Ii>ISTURBING
THE PEACE: TWO OR MORE {\CTS
-ACCUSER-: HALL DIRECTOR
PLEA-: DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY): Dis :
AGREE (NOT GUil. TY)' 'DISAGREE (NOT
GUilTY): DISAGRE (NOT-GUilTY): DIS, .
AGREE (NOT GUILTY)
.
RECOMMENDATION-: NONE
SANCTION-: LETTER OF WARNING

DATE: 917 1986
-ALLEGATION-: DRUNKENESS: TRESPASS 1

. DATE: 9/7/1987
ALLEGATION-: DESTRUCTION, DAMAGE.
0

. (continued from page 1)

the farm' s brooder house.
_ -~The hens were part of a New'
Hampshire Egg T est started in
,May, said Condo n. The re were
25 .to 30 entries from breeders
all over the world who submitted breeds of chickens to .determ i-ne how to produce the most
e ggs wh il e ea t ing t he least
amount of feed, he said.
T he egg test has been perfor m ed since 1959 at UN H 's
p oultry fa r m, one of t h e o n ly
two facilities in the country that
does t his type o f experi ment, ·
said Condon.
Acco r d i ng to Co ndo n\ t h e ·

experimen t was halfw ay over
when the roo f coll apsed, a nd
now the chickens cannot be used
fo r the test.
Bec a use a n e qu al same
amount of ch icke ns were kept
in the p art of the building that
w~s no t dam aged, the experiment w ill co ntinue with the
numbers cut in half, said Con.:.
don.
Afte r the exp erime n t ends
in August, the birds will be sold
and the building will be cleaned,
said Ward.
'"W e hope to rebuild as soon ·
as po ssible," said Ward.

.................................•........

.
j

--

- ......_\

'~!!~!~--~•,-~

DEF A CEMENT OF PROPERTY

-ACCUSER-: UNIVERSITY POLICE
PLEA-: NO PLEA (NOLOl
RECOMMENDATION-: OTHER: WORK PRO -

·

..--------11osr DoGI

~

JECTS WITH POLICE

SANCTION-: o'-rHER

DATE: 9/7/19S6.
-ALLEGATION-: OBJECTS .THROWN FROM
WINDOWS: FIREWORKS
.
-ACCUSER-:HAhL DIRECTOR
.
PLEA-: AGREE (GUilTY) AGREE (GUil TY)
RECOMMENDATION-: DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS
ONE SEMESTER): OTHER
· SANCTION,: DISCIPLINARY PROBATION
(REMAINDER" OF- SEMESTER PLUS ONE
SEMESTER)
.

DATE: 10/ 4/ 1986
-ALLEGATION-: VER BAL ABUSE DRUNKE-

...:

..:

NESS: INTERFERENCE WITH UNIVERSITY
OR CIVIL AUTHORITIES: LEWD OR INDECENT BEHAVIOR : DISTURBING THE
PEACE
-ACCUSER-: HALL DIRECTOR
PLEA-:AGREE (GUILTY):·-AGREE(GUILTYi:
AG'RE E.CGUI L TY,)i' .AG Rlif (-G l!J IL TY ):
AGREE (GUil'[)'.) _,-:;1 .
.

ING (GENERAL UNIVERSITY PROPEfUY):
SMOKING: VERBAL ASSAULT
-ACCUSER-: HALL DIRECTOR
· PLEA-: DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY): DIS AGREE (NOT GUILTY): AGREE.(GUIL TY):
AGREE (GUILTY)
.
RECOMMENDATION-: DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (REMAtNDER OF SEMESTER PLUS
· ONE SEMESTER): RESTITUTION (INCLUDES "LETTER OF APOLOGY")
SANCTION-: DISCIPLINARY PROBATION
(REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE
SEMESTER): RESTITUTION (INCLUDES
"LETTER OF APOLOGY'")

:~Inspector Clousot'·':

~...I• ►•\

.

.

,,

,I.I

:
. •

••

•

has ·clisappeared!:

•
•·

, DEF A CEMENT OF PROPERTY
-ACCUSER-: HALL DIRECTOR ' . ' ·
PLEA-: NO CONTEST
RECOMMENDATION-: ,JEOPARDY OF EVICTION
(REMAINDER OF SEMESTER): JEOPARDY
OF EVICTION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER): RESTITUTION. (INCLUDES "LETTER
OF APOLOGY")
SANCTION-: JEOPARDY OF EVICTION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE SE MESTER) : RESTITUTION (INCLUDES "LETTER OF- APOLOGY")
.

2-year old black std. poodl~,vexy friendly.

•
•••
••
•••
••
••·
•

DATE: IO/ lQ/1986
-ALLEGATION-: DESTRUCTION , DAMAGE.

Las·r s.e en 4 p.m. Sunday, January 27 .

Call 659-6709. or Police

I R eward ·for .~etum. I
·······················~·······~··~··~·······~·-

DATE: 10/ 22/ 1986
-ALLEGATION-: INFRACTION OF OTHER
UNIVERSITY DRINKING RULES

,ACCUSER-: HALL DIRECTOR
PLEA-: DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY)
RECOMMENDATION~: DISCIPLINARY PROBA TION /REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS
ONE SEMESTER)
SANfflON-: DISCIPLIARY PROBATION {REMAINDER OF SEMESTER-PLUS ONE SEM5J~I
.
.

DATE: 9/ 29/1986
.
·ALLEGATION-: ACTING IN CONCERT
-ACCUSER-: UNIVERSITY POLICE
PLEA-: DISAGREE (NOT GUilTY) .

RECO-NDATION-: NONE
SANCTION-: NONE
DATE: 9, 7.· 1986
-ALLESUON-: DRUNKENESS: TRESPASS - ING (GENERAL UNIVERSITY PROPERTY):
SMOKING
'ACCUSER-: HALL DIRECT9R
.
PLEA-: DISAGREE (NOT GUil. TY): DISAGREE (NOT GUil. TY): DISAGREE (NOT ·
GUILTY)
RECOMMENDATION:: DiSCIPLINARY PROBA TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS
ONE SEMESTER): RESTITUTION (INCLUDES ''LETTER OF APOLOGY")
SANpl0N-: DISCIPUNARY PROBATION .
('REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE
~EME-STER) .

DATE: '10/ 26/ 1986
-ALLEGATION-: OBJECTS THROWN FROM
WINDOWS

·ACCUSER-: UNIVERSITY POLICJ:
PLEA-: AGREE (GUil TY)
.
.
RECOMMENDATION-: JEOPARDY OF EVICTION
(REMAINDER OF SEMESTER)

SANCTION-: JEOPARDY OF EVICTION (RE MAIND~R OF SEMESTER)

! •

··,;r

•• RECOMMENDATION-:
•· SANCTION-:

NONE •··
JEOPARDY OF EVICTION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE SEMESTER): RESTITUTION (INCLUDES "LETT E (3 OF' APOLOGY '. "): ALCOHOL
EDUCATION WORKSHOP.

AREA Ill HEARING OFFICERS.

UNIVERSITY DRINKING RULES

.·ACCUSER-: HALL DIRECTOR,
PLEA,: DISAGREE (NOT GUil. TY)
RECOMMENDATION-: JEOPARDY OF EVICTION
(REMAiNDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE
SEMESTER)
,
.
SANCTION-: DISCIPLINARY PROBATION
(REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE
SEMESTER I

iA~CfJJ&6:00-7:00
CfJJ& 9nu, 7:00-8 :00
61/ifpluv ~ CfJJel,u.'8 :00:
CJ~·OO
.

DATE:l l / r/ 1986
-ALLEGATION-: RES PECT FOR OTHERS: DESTRUCTION. DAMAGE. DEF A CEMENT

OF I?-ROPERTY
.
-ACCUSER-: UNIVERSITY POLICE
PLEA-: AGREE (GUilTY): AGREE JGUILTYl
RECOMMENDATION-: JEOPARDY OF EV.1(:TIQN
·(REMAINDER OF· SEMESTER)
SANCTION-: JEOPARDY·-OF EVICTION -(RE MAINDER OF SEMESTER)

DATE: 9/29/1986'
- A L LEGATION· - : FA L·s E . FI RE
ALARMS / REPORTS : ACTING IN CON CERT
-ACCUSER,: UNIVERSITY POLICE
PLEA-: AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE (GUilTY) ·
RECOMMENDATION-:JEOPARDY OF EVICTION
(REMAINDER OF SEMESTER): RESTITU-TION flNC LUDES "LETTER OF APOL OGY")
,
SANCTION-: DISCIPLINARY PROBATION
(REMAINDER -OF, SEMESTER PLUS ONE
SEMES1'ERl: SERVICE PROJECT.

. DATE: 11/ 20/ 1986
-AWGATION-: RESPECT FOR OTHERS
"" -ACCUSER-: HALL DIRECTOR

DATE: 10/26/ 1986
-ALLEGATION-: DESTRUCTION, DA'MAGE.

-

DEFACEMENT OF PROPERTY: "ACTING
IN CONCERT
.
-ACCUSER-: UNIVERSITY POLICE
PLEA-:. DISAGREE (NOT (,JUILTYl° ·AGREE
(GUILTY)
.
.RECOMMENDATION -: RESTITUTION -JINCLU0ES "LETTER OF-APOLOGY"): DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (REMAINDER OF
SEMESTER PLUS ONE SEMESTER)
SANCTION•: RESTITUTION (INCLUDES "LETTER Of Al?OLOGY" 1d.ETtE_
R OF WARNING

SAFETY EQUIPMENT AND/ OR UNATHORIZED REMOVAL: DESTRUCTION, DAMAGE. DEFACEMENT OF PROPERTY
-ACCUSER-: HALL DIRECTOR
PLEA-: AGREE (GUilTY): AGREE (GUil. TY)
RECOMMENDATION-: DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS
ONE SEMESTER): RESTITUTION (INCLUDES "LETTER Of' APOLOGY"): SER-.
VICE PROJECT.
SANCTION-: DISCIPLINARY PROBATION
(REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE
SEMESTER): SERVICE-PROJECT: RESTITUTION (INCLUDES "LETTER OF APOLOGY"")

DA~: 11/ 26/ 1986
-Ai.LEGATION-: ALCOHOL !JSE REGULA-ACCUSER-: HALl DIR!:CTOR
PllA•:-AGREE..(GUILTYt
RECOMI«NDATION•: NONE
SANCTION-: JEOPARDY OF EVICTl◊N - (RE 
MAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE
. MESTER): ALCOHOL EDUCATION WORKSHOP REFERRAL

SE-

· DATE: 11/26/1986
-ALLEGATION-: DESTRUCTION, DAMAGE.
DEFACEMENT OF PROPERTY: DISTURBING THE PEACE: GUESTS
-ACCUSER-: HALL DIRECTOR
PLEA-: AGREE (GUil T'rl: AGREE (GUil. TYl:
DISAGREE (NOT GUil TY)
.
RECOMMENDATION-: JEOPARDY OF SUSPEN-

SION· (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS :
TWO SEMESTERS): JEOPARDY OF EV1c. ·
TIOf\i (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS
ONE SEMESTER)
. SANCTION-: JEOPARDY OF EVICTION (REMAINDER. OF SEMESTE~ PLUS ONE; SEMESTER): ALCOHOL EDUCATION WORKS HOP REFERRAL'
.

ll

!)"

t;~::,·

••

-

.

.

A.'\_,,:._ -__ _ ,...,.. ~--

PLEA-: AGREE (GUil TY)
RECOMMENDATION-: DISCIPLINARY PROBA. TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS
ONE SEMESTER)
SANfflON-: DISCIPUARY PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE SEMESTER): OTHER

DATE: 11/ 24/1986
-ALLEGATION-: TAMPERING WITH FIRE-

0

. . :·
•)

... f:

DATE:J0/ 31/ 19!!6
_
-~
-. -ALLEGATION-: VIOLATING RULES WHILE
UNDER SANCTION .
-ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
· · PIJEA-: AGREE (GUil.TY)
RECOMMENDATION-: JEOPARDY OF EVICTION
(REMAINDER OF SEMESTER): DISCIPLI NARY PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE SEMESTER):
SANCTION-: JEOPARDY 0 F EVICTION (RE. , MAINDEROF SEMESTER): DISCIPLINARY
PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER
PL US ONE SEMESTER): SERVICE PROJECT ..

<p_

TIONS

DATE: 10/ 22/ 1986
.
-~ALLEGATION-: INFRAC T ION . OR OTHER

,tJ

.,

HEARING OFFICER-(ACADEMIC
OR NON-RESIDENTIAL)
DATE:-9/20/ 1986.

,

-ALLEGATION-: f{EGS
-ACC,USER-: OTHER
PLEA-: DISAGREE (NOT GUil. TY)

RECOMMENDATION-: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-'
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER): SER-'
· VICE PROJECT
.
..

SANCTION-: .DISCIPLINARY PROBATION .
. (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER): SERVICE,,
PROJECT .
•
. -·

.
, ,'

l'i'aial-.11111111-------------------....---...-----------milllllrl--
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uEven if you 1 re on the righ·t
track, you'll get run over if yg-u
just sit there."
-

FREE RECORDS
wu··N H

Leadefship Education
Con£erence -·

91.·3 ,·
GENERIC GIVEAWAY{
LISTEN
12 NOON
TO
s ·p M ·
MONDAY

F~bruary 17, 18,-and 19, 1987

212

T .H RUFRIDAY21s

Registration forms available in the office of Student
Activities, Roo_m 126, MUB and they must be
·returned by February 5 to the ,same office . .

I

. Sponsored by the Office of Student Affairs Student Activitie~

WUNH 91J .FM

The New Hampshire needs a

.CIRCULATION MANAGER
• Sales experi~nce.
• Management_experience_·
• Valuable resume material

This is a compen$ated-position invol~ing
promotion and subscription sales of the
University's award winning student-run
newspaper. Applicant will also coordinate
circulation throughout the UNH community.

Pick up a~plications at Room 108 in the MUB ~

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE FRIDAY, JANUARY 30, 1987 '.

•

UNH SKI CLUB
'

tt
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-~ -UNIVERSITY _- _
- ~-~
EYECARE .

....,

53 Main St., .Durham, N.H.

· For Information and Sig-n-Ups

868-1092 .
For All Your Optical ·
Needs
·

MUB Table every

\\led. & Thurs. lla.m!_-lp.m.

p-✓
•Quality Eyecare
•Full Service
•Eye Examinations

SAVE
25%.to 50·0/o

*Feb. 1-Cannon Mt.*
Feb. 7,8,9:-Jay Peak, VT.
Feb. 15-Cannon Mt. •
Feb. 20,21,22-Stowe, VT.
·M arch 1_4-20-Stearnboat Springs, CO.

Off Eyeglasses,
Sunglasses and Contact
~

Lenses*
l:YEGLASSES -

Choose from over
-

· 300 stylish frames. .

SUNGLASSES -

Styles
Include: •Ray-Ban •Vuarnet
•Bolle' •Serengetti •Carrera

·update

-_CONTACT LENSES -

,--0~.e~

. ~ I SUN~~mav .

BAUSCH & LOMB ·
The wor1a·s finest sunglass

Include: •Bausch & Lomb, Ciba,
Hydron, CSI, ~urasoit, Perma Lens and
many others.
·

Additional deposit is Due! .
Space still available on _all trips

_I \
. ·:_:I
_R-~J:-T.
,
.___ ~"

ballc.

'*Professional fees, care kit and lenses for astigmatism not
included. Contact lens prices ar.e for replacement lenses only.
. This offer not valid on prior orders and expires 2/15/87. ·

Funded by PF 0

~

-·

•

I

Send the ·
award-winning ,

l

§
§

§
§

i

New Hampshire

§
§
.§

§·

'i

to Mom ~
a nd Dadl

§.
§

'! They cried when they dropped

.

you oH at UNH, but
keep in ,touch with a sub scri pti on to
The -New Hampshire .·

t they
l.

can still

l

• scores & pictures of games

~

t.

•campus news
•arts & features
.• current issues at UNH
~ classifie.ds ·
. ·;,

~
~

.

0-n---ly_.;.,.$_2_,4__Q---O_f_o_r_a_y_e_a-'-r·'s
subscription .
Stop by Room 1os~ Mu B ·

t
~i
:Mail Subscription to: --···-·········~········~··~---··~·············~·-·~·-················
·
'j

...............................

-

'

.:

... .

'

.

.

.

§'

/ :

§

:

.·i
~-

Checks payiable to: _The New H~pshire
.:························4·0••·····························••.
.
... ................................
.
·, . ·

/....

;

-

· ••'

'
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-
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For the good ofthe many
OnJanuary 1, the state of New Hampshire adopted a law ·banning smoking in
enclosed public spaces. According to the
New Hampshire Department of Health
and Human Services, the law is supposed
to "protect the public health and welfare
of the nonsmoker.''
Already, the law has affected University
life. Almost e,very U n-i versity building is
considered td/ be .a public place. The new
law will hit /some buildings harder than
othets.
·
For one, smoking will be severely limited·
in the MemGrial Union Building. This is
bound to cause some controversy and

protest, as the MUB is the most heavily traveleEi ( and congested) area on campus.
According to Sam·uel Waugh, UNH
employment manager "The new regulation
won't eliminate smokin_g in the MUB.
Designated smoking .areas will still allow
smokers to smoke." With space in the MUB
already at a premium, one' must wonder
where these smoking areas will come from.
The new layv is a good one, as it actually
will protect the health of the non-smoker.
In recent years, countless -surveys and tests
have showed that non-smokers can still
be affected by "second-hand smoke,'~ the
smoke of people around them. Smokers
can endanger non-smokers simply by

smoking around them. Before the law, the
non -smokers had no choice but to be
subjected to the smoke from those around
them.
However, it is imperative that UNH
provide adequate facilities for those
members of the University community who
do smoke. Too often, smokers are treated
as outcasts, and too often, smoki-ng areas
amount to glorified broom closets. _
· Given t_h e fact that the vast majority of
the University ( as well as the vast majority
of the United States) does not smoke,. the
new law is quite fair. In this case, it is clear
that the good of the many outweighs the
good of the few. ·
(

. Blood

Editorial

student senate executive board. Of
During the past month our crews
famil ies, friends and the things we
course, my thanks would not be ha,ve received some praise and a
like to do ~hat we have put off to
complete without thanking the ; lot 6f criticism. Having been in this
the side to make an attempt to keep
To the Editor:
To the Edit6r:
faculty and administrators involved business for the past 15 years I have
th~ _camp us safe.
February is just around the corner
in working with the student senate.
learned to live with it, but I am not
with its cel_ebration of Love, and _ - I would like to commend you on
Let me just add that this truly sure that my crew feels the same
we are delighted to be sharing that
lt you ha-ve helped us, w_e thank
your editorial "No Loss. Deal for
can be a "no loss deal for students." way. In this department, including
tradition with you!
you. If we have inconvenienced you,
Students." Your editorial captured
A
deal
that
wa~
made
possible
management,
we are . 28 people
We will greet you with our theme .the benefits that c-an be achieved
we apologize . If you have any
because students, faculty and the strong. Each person has worked an
of "Love is a UNH Blood Donor"
suggestions I would be glad to talk
when students, faculty and admin UNH administration all worked · average of 12.7 hours a day, seve,n
to you . ·
on Monday, February 16th through
istrators work together on a decidays .a week, for the past 26 days.
Friday, Febrary 20th from 10 a.m. ' sion that affects the whole student together as equals in reaching this
decision. Hopefully this type of Although it was fun at first, we seem
to J p.m. at the Memorial Union, . body. Bryan Alexar:ider's reporting
decision -making process will be - to have lost a lot of enthusiasm.
We know the campus is icy and
as you give the Valentine that keeps
of the student senate's decision to
come the rule rather than the
Some of the reasons a,.-e the constant · somewhat unsafe. We are still, :rnd
on giving.
provide the ThCo depa~tment with
exception here at UNH, which is
bombardment of snowballs that
wil"i continue to work at least 16
This blustery, cold winter has
the STVN equipment was also of
a goal all of us at the University
come fl):'.ing our way overnight, or
hours a day to remedy the situation,
caused frustration in our Red Cross
the highest caliber.
should atrive to achieve.
·
the people w h o lay down in the
We are_not sitting around waiting
· Blood Services and you are most
_ In an effort to give credit where
street in front of snowplows, or the
Jay M. Ablondi
for calls but ,ire out doing what we
impqrtant at this time to help-give , credit i's due, I would like to
Student Body President -illegally parked cars that we hctve
can with what resources we have
us stability to our inventory.
acknowledge those people who
to maneuver around . Also, a beer · ava ilable.
To make you fully aware of the
devoted their time a:nd energy into
bottle thrown at one of the trucks
need of all unusual participation
finding the best possible use for
and rnost often the verbal abuse we
and what ·our program is all about,
the STVN equipoent. I am refer-Feel free to come by and see me
receive from s0me cif the students
I will review our purpose!
ring to the members of the student
or cal l at e:x;t. ] 695 for any advice
does
not
help
matters.
you can_offer.
·
The founder of our two state
senate ad -hoc committee that was
Through all of this, our crews
endeavor set out to ll)ake it possible
charged with this matter. The To the Editor:
have
plugged
along,
day
and
night,
Sand, the earth 's most ab undant
for any individual to know coverage· following students served ori that
Ron Lavoie
making every attempt to keep this
of his needs would be available
· Assistant Manage_r
special ad-hoc committee : Student element, u nless of course you
campus passable. We have our
whether or not the patient had ever
Activity Fee Council Chairperson happen to be here at UNH where
Grounds and Roads
been a donor! This idea has been
Warner Jones, WUNH General it seems ,to be a rare commodity .·
most successful because of the
Manager Steve Pesci, Si:udent Ac- I have yet to see a sing le grain of
involvement of many dedicated , tivity Fee Organization Business sand on any of UNH's ice-covered
citizens, but in our thirty seven_th
Manager Jim Griffith, Senators roads or pathways. The once simple,
year·of operation, demands on our - Kevin Manning, Michael Fogarty, everyday task of walking from the
supply are increasing and we are
DAVID C OLSON , Editor-in- Ch ief
and Charles Jones, Senate Business dorm to the dining ha ll has turned
losing donors who are no longer
Manager Craig Haseltine and Fi- into a life-threatening, death - ·
PETER A. KATZ, Manag ing Ed itor
JOANN E MAR INO, Managing Editor
eligible to give because of age or
nancial Affairs and Administration defying event that would make .
MAR LA G. SM IT l-f, News Ed itor
_BOB BOSWORTH , News Ed itor
illness . We need new donors to join
Council Chairperson Christopher · climbing Mt. Everest look like a
RI CK KAMP ERSAL, Sports Editor
JAM ES CARROLi!, FeaJures Ed itor
our loyal regulars ir-1 this life saving
He·isenberg. During most of the piece of cake. One would think that
STU EVANS , Photo Editor
CRAIG PARKER, "Photo Editor
purpose.
•
fall semester, these students de - UNH C<)uld either manage to scrape
1
KRISTEN RUSSELL , Business Manager
Just remember that the person
voted long hours 'researching var- together enough money for a little
CARRIE F. KEATI NG, Advert ising Manager
who gives blood and the patient
ious options for the disposition of bit of sand or else provide us with
spiked
shoes
and
ice
picks.
I
should
who receives it are linked together
the equipment. In addition, they
Advertising Auoc_lales Stacey Rockwell
Kristy Ma rkey
in a very special bond of c;oncern · were also responsible for providing have gone to the University of
Chris Germain
Kristin Roge rs
Eri n-McGraw
Joseph Nelson
Bill Tollenger
Frank Moore
and need . For the donor, giving
students with access to the equip- Hawaii !!
Paul Ratclitte
.Jean ne O"Shea
Photographers .
blood is a unique way of caring about
ment throughout the ·s emester,.. ,
Aul Business Manag- Bryan Alexander
Stephanie Reed
Loreen Costello
er
Deborah Robi nson
Amy J. Williams
anochei- human being. For the
My ·special thanks go to two
Karen Pszenny
Curt Grace
Catheri ne Rosenquist
patient who needs your help to
specific members. The first of which
Ronit La rone
Clrculallon Manager
Stephanie Scanlon
Marcy Astle
Marla G . Sm ith
Stephen Skobelett
recover, a donation can literally be
is Warner Jones, the chairperso n
Aul Sports Editor
Production Aulslanl
David Wh itney
a gift of life. On its route from donor
of the ad-hoc committee who was
Paul Sweeney
Joanne Marino
Ned Woody
· Slaff Reporters
Copy Readers
Technical Supervlsons
to patient, blood passes through
responsible for bringing the neKaren Brophy
Bryan Alexa nder
Noreen Crem in
many stages of processing. Each
cessary people together within the
Martha McNeil
· Lauri Mainella
Arth ur Lizic
Li
sa
Sinatra
Typists
Reportero
stage is intended to ensure that your
administrati-on and the Th Co de- To the Editor:
Mari ann e Steen
Brya n Alexa nder
Karen Brophy
donation serves the greatest
partment to work with students in
Pa uline Trembl ay
Joa nne Bourbeau
Lye na Hayes
Forum Editor
Chri s.ti ne Head
Pa no Brooks
number of needs in the safest and
bring(ng about this decision. The We are ~los~ to the end of the worst
Brya n Al exa nder
Sabra Clarke
Mary Noyer
most efficient manner possible!
second person be.ing Commute_r January in the history . of New
Paulina Co llins
News Brief Editor
Pa ul ine Tremblay
Roger
Brisson
Elizabeth
Cote
Don't miss the happiness you will
Senator Charles Jones, who not on-ly Hampshire . It seems like j ust
Graphic• Managers
Kat hy Daly
experience -it will help you chase
served as an. extremely active · yesterday that our crews were out
Debbie Bella vance
Ric Dube
Marjorie Otterson
Ric h Finnegan
away the winter blues and make you
member of the committee, but also raking leaves and cutting grass.
Graphic Aulslanls
Mike G auc her
Ca rrie Bounds
feel goo.d about yourself!
authored the final two drafts of the Mother Nature must have felt that
C hris Heisenberg
Nancy Fitzgerald
Beth Ineson
'committee's recommendations (s_tu- she wo ul d make up for wha t s h e
Beth Hanley
Sue Kir,ney
Jarry Stearns
Ann L ·!ai;e,,
Andrea Koch
dent senate bill VIII -6 7 ), which hasn' t given us for the past t h ree
Amy
Mc
Kinnev
·
Arthur
Lit•e
Durham Red Cross Blood Chairm an
pas ~eg u na n imously through, t he years.

Ice
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Universit Forum
On Bein g Invisible
IMAGINE
... walking on your favorite beach, You're in love
and you reach instinctively for the hand of your
partner. What a day--:--the sun, the warm sand under
your feet, and your love by your side. But something
interferes with your hope for serenity. The love
of your life suddenly shoves his/her hands inro
his/her pockets and glances nervously around to
see if anyone has noticed you were about to touch.
At first you feel confused because you thought your
··partner felt the same d~sire for closeness. You study
the concern on your love's face and for a moment
you feel rejected. :rhen, you remember. .. and upon
remembering, you feel guilty.
.
.
You say to yourself you never should _have put
the love of your life in this position. What if a
professor or an employer saw you -together? Qr
worse ,stil!, someone who kriows. his/her ·parents.
You realize that in some way, you· and your partner ·
have just agreed to continue your own oppression
by remaining secretive and afraid. But you also know
there could be some real consequences if your parents
or employers found out that you were involved in
a heterosexual relationship.
.
OR ... you love children. You want to get married
and raise a family. But everywhere you look, the
_only people you see who are considered acceptable
'

parents are same sex couples. In fact, you just read
in a paper a few days ago that there is legislation
afoot which would prohibit heterosexuals from
adopting or becoming foster paren ts. You 've also
heard recently that some landlords have denied
heterosexual couples the right to live in their
buildings. You find yourself thinking, " maybe I
can't provide the kind of stable family life that my
· two moms did for me ... and how would they feel
coming to a wedding of a male/female couple?
Mary's parents haven't spoken to her in two
years ... nor since she rrlarried Joe. They wapted her
to marr·y Laura."
OR ... you and your friends want to go out for a
night on the town. You wa_n t tO laugh, dance, enjoy
each other's company . You look in the campus
newspaper and see that a number of parties are
being sponsored by various student organizations.
You also know that a lot of students from your dorm
go to a· local pub to dance. But, before you allow
yo urself to entertain the thought of joining any .
of these activities, you remind yourself of what
would happen if you and your friends arrived and
began dancing together. For a moment you smile
at the thought .. . hey, rnaybe it wouldn't be so
bad ... everyone just having a good time ... no judgements ... just a bunch of people dancing.

The~, you remember t he ca'l ls as you and your
friends walked down the m_ain street last Friday:
"Hey, het! Where ·do you think you and your
perverted friends are going ?" And you remember
the word "HET" scrawled on the stalls of the ,public
ba t hroo_m ... and you remember your classmates
calling each other " het" when they wanted to put
each other down:
Finally, you deride to stay home and watch t.v.
As you turn the dial, one gay sitcom after another
bounces across the screen. Even the commercials
are a constant parade of same sex models: two men
looking longingly at each other over a glass of wine;
two women walking hand in hand on a romantic
island, presumably exuding some exotic perfume;
two little boys playing grown-up, talking about.
getting married .when they are adults.
You turn the television off and sadly try to locate
the emptiness you feel. You know it can't be hunger
since you've just polished off a large pizza. You
'reach inside yourself and realize that what you feel
is a much larger k ind of emptiness. You wonder.
if you looked in the mirror · right now if you would
see a shadow.
'
Bruce Perry is the Half Director in Congreve
Hall:

'

A Reagan-English handb ook
By Phil Broder
If you 've ever listened

-by Bruce Perry

The cold facts
by Kim Tsoukala s

concerning that thing first . For inPresident ·
I've got to tell you, life in the showers. I stumble down the hallway
Reagan speak, yo u've probably come
stance, before we can sell things to our
residence halls is making the best four in a half -blind stupor, towards the
away wondering if the Gipper was
enemies, we must first consult our
years of my life a bloody nightmare. show€r. I open the door. No one is
living in the same country as you were.
policy to decide whether or not o u r
I think the people in charge are there. What heavan! What bliss! I've
Ron just has a creative way of looking
enemies are our friends. The overriding
determined to either freeze or starve · got this all to myself. I brighten with
at things, that's all. For instance, he
policy behind everything else simply
me to death . Let me share with you a renewed hope at the -thought of the
recently paraphraseg the question,
say_s, "If it turns a profit, how can it
· morning in the life of Kim Tsoukalas, invigorating warmth of the war.er
"Was selling arms to Iran a mistake?"
be bad?"
student, saint; sufferer of sadism.
thawing my frozen body. I turn on the
into "Am I :1 good president?" Same
"APARTHEID " Our great i1ation
My alarm goes off and I wake up.:_ water and wait for it to warm up. And
meaning, different words. Now, seems
has always been against racial segre in the fetal position. I don't know I wait. Boy, I sure do wait: Nothing's
· like as good a time as any to examine
gation and forced ·resetdement. Just
exactly whv. but considering the temper- happening . Is this for real? Did I
soine of the unique phraseology of the
ask the American Indians.
ature of my room I would guess self- commit a mortal sin? ls this penance?
Reagan Administration . So let's put
"WELL" An all purpose word, used
preservation. I uncurl my body, ease Dear God, I'm sorry. I'll do anything.
on our hip boots and wade right in.
to describe everything from how Ron
my stiffened joints off my bed and out I'll give up my Three-Musketee rs bar,
. "CONTRAGAT E" No one is really
is feeling after his latest surgery to the
of my loft . Once I'm safely on the I'll 'destroy my copy of The Joy of Sex.
· sure yet what really happeHed or who
state of the nation.
ground,·! glance at my stuffed animals. I'll burn my 8x10 of Tom Cruise- - :
knew what, but everyone knows that
"STRATEGIC DEFENSE INITIAOh, things have really gotten bad, JUST GIVE ME HOT WATER!!!
you can't have a scandal without tacking
TIVE" Even though it hasn't been
they've got frostbite. This is awful. I
O.K. I'm all right. I rouse rriy broken .
"-gate" onto the end of it. The main ·
invented yet, SDI is the only way to
feel q.S if I've been transported t0 the spirit and move on undaurited. There's
unanswered question of Contragate
keep the free world safe from Com artic north and am masquerading as hope, there's life- there's breakfast .
is who got the toaster that the Swiss
m u nist slavery. Gorbachev isn 't even
. a penguin. I could understand: this I return to my room and dress for the
bank gave for opening the account.
sure what it does, but if we get it, he
_it 1 was httting middle -age and was weather. I trudge outside and proceed
"HALF" Remember when Ron said,·
damn well wants one too, SDI sums
concerned about my looks - I'd keep withmytrektoth edininghall. Um.mm,
"Half of the government's money goes
\lP our government nicely. Once you
better_. But we're talking heart failure sniff, sniff. I enter the hall, my meal
. for defense, half for social security, .
strip away the fancy stuff, w0at',s left
here.
'·
ti_cket is punched and I grab a tray. I':m
and half for every-thing else :" And I
doesn't make any _sense.
All right, enough about the cold, 'you
thought I had trouble with ma-th. • . ·
understand. Let me tell you about the
· "MOMMY" This is what Ron calls . Ph_il Broder is a freshman Engli_sh ma jor
Nancy. Aren't they a loving couple? . - - - - -- - ' - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Isn't it cute that two -ex-showbiz stars .
can become the most powerful couple.·
i[-1 the ·wo·rld (now that the Marcos
fa1:nily is gone, of course)? Don 't they
"I think the people
set a great precedent for other showbiz
people t0 assurne public office? If Clint
·in cha.rae are deterEastwood can do it, what's stop.ping
Sly Stallone, Sean Penn, or Madonna?
mined to either ·
Or even .... Pat Sajak?! Scary thought,
. freeze or starve me
huh?
"DIVERSITY;, James Watt's defito death."
nition of diversity is " ... A black,
woman, twoJews, and a cripple." Ths
was a !i'ttle too creative for Ron, so
James is ·now working in the "private
sector.'_'
"GRECIAN FORMULA" This product is never, ever mentioned in
Washington, because Ron absolutely,
unstoppable. I saunter up to the serving .
positively, does not use artificial hair
line and order scrambled eggs and .
colors to keep his 76-year-old h,air
sausage. Thus armed, I hustle my butt
darker than Tom Cruise's. Or so says
to the table. I sit down, sterilize my ·
the man who kneV:, nothing about
utensils, and check the conditions of
Contragate.
my sausage. Good, they' re dead . .I dig
"RHETORIC" Anything said by any
in . I spit out. I break down. It's cold.
government officia l at any time con It's all cold. My life has transformed
cerning any subject is -rhetoric. You
to the bloomin' jce age.
a.re not allowed to spout rhetqric unless
I grab for my orange juice. Ahhh ,
you work for the government.
success. It's warfl?.
"POLICY" If the government wants
K im Tsouka las is a jun iu r E ng li s h ma jo r ·
, to do something, it must have a po licy
tO

------------------

a

and a R. A. in H etzel H a ll
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Arts -&Features
Portsmouth's Black Heritage
Festival is Coming
.

.

.

.

.

By Jim Carroll
son. Also featured in this year's
More than 50 years ago th·e festival will be the prodvction
United States began celebrating oL Sizwe Banzi is Dead at
13lack History week. In the Theater by the Sea, several films
1960's the celebration was ex- to· be shown at the Portsmouth
panded to include the whole public library, and an "Afromonth of February in order to American Art Exhibit" at the
coincide with Abraham Lin- Blackthorne gallery.
coln's birthday and the birthday
One of the ma in attractions
of abol_itionist Frederick Dou- of this years festival will be the
glas, and also to ·g ive Black appearance of the Jimmy John~
American heritage the credit · son Blues Band on Monday Feb.
it deserves.
23 at Theater by the Sea. JohnIn Portsmouth, Black History son, whose brother Syl recorded
month is celebrated with the the original version of _"Take
Black Heritage Festival which Me . to the River," i,s a blues
is organized and run by the Blues - singe·r and guitarist who has
Bank Collective in association played with both Magic Sam and
with organizations such as the Freddie King as well as PortsPortsmouth Baha'i community~ mouth's own T.J. Wheeler. In
the Blackthorn Gallery, and tf).e the process, he has established ·
. Black women's civic organiza- himself as one of the best
tion K wanza . A large part of original blues artists still playthe support for the festival is ing. He mixes blues with his
supplied by the Papoutsy Arts gospel roots and R&B expeVentures Fund of the Greater rience to come up with a sound
Portsmouth community foun- similar to a rough and funny
dation. This will be the Black Robert Cray .
Heritage Festival's .third year.
.b.nother highlight of this
This being the third year of year's festival will be Theater
the festival ; it's goal is to educate by the Sea's production of Athol
the community as to the con~ Ftigard's Sizwe Bansi is Dead
tributions of the Black commun- be.ginning Thursday Feb. 12.
ity to American culture. In the Written by a White South
process of doing this, it will also African, the play.is about a Black
provicle the community with South Af,rican's attempts to
first class .entertainment. This work around the famous South
year's festival will include work- African pass. laws, the mos.t
shops on tap dancing and guit~r hated law of the Apart.heid .
and harmon-ica playing as well system in the :early twentieth •
as concerts by T.J. Wheeler and century. Fugard is considered
the Smokers and Jimmy John- to be one of the best playwrights

(;.,;

.

,J

'-'"'

of our time and is expected to
win the Nobel prize for literature within the next few years.
One event that is highly
underated but a must see for
local music fans is a video taped
performance of the late, great
BJ. Johnson being shown at the
Portsmouth public library on
Thursday Feb. 19. Johnson was
. a resident of a Portsmouth
nursing home until his death
this past summer. T.J. Wheeler
discovered him several years
ago, recorded an album with him
and began featuring him in
perfomances of his own band ·
the Smokers. BJ. was a first class
blues ma0.
Other events to look out for
are the showing of Black Orpheus at the Portsmouth public
library on Feb. 12, the performance of Brother Blues, a poet
and storyteller, at the Cafe
Petronella on Feb. 9, and Ike
Roberts and the Aristocrats of
Jazz at the Pressroom on Feb.
6 and 7.
This year's festival is more
diverse than past years -in that
it includes theater and film as
well as the well received jazz
and blues concerts.
If all this , seems like a bit
much. for you, it really isn't.
Consider that most popular
music in the United States is
really blues in one , for,m or .
an'othe.r. "Black heri'tage· is for
all people at all times:"
·
Blues harpist James Cotton was one of the main attractions of
last year's Black Heritage_festival. (Susan Mattes photo)

Two New'A/bums Reviewed
· lu/ian Cope
· · World Shut Your M·outh
ls/and Records
By Arthur Lizie .
There are precisely five great_
~ .reasons why World Shut Your
' , Mouth, the new EP from Julian
Cope, should be heard by all. The ·
five reasons are the five tracks ·

............
,

Concrete -Blond
Concrete Blond
/.R.S. Records
By Arthur Lizie
Concrete Blond, the debut '
albuin ftom the band of the
same name, is an enjoyable,
although often slick, chunk of
'80's LA rock. Or rather X and
Rank and File and The Long
Ryders rock, not earlier LA trash
like the hopelessly boring Fleetwood Mac and The ·Eagles . .
Concrete Blonde in ixes the
spirit of LA punk with the wish
of commercial success. For most
of the album's eleven tracks, this
proves a pleasureable combi nation.
The feel and the sound of the
music is close- in nature to that

'

Michael Stipe says Concrete
Blonde ( like a dirty Hollywood
sidewalk says Johnette), and
chus they were ordained. In
addition, the LP's inner sleeve .
is very reminiscent of the inner
sleeve of R.E.M.'s Fables of the
Reconstruction.
The album's best song is the
first single "Still in Hollywood."
Intriguing lyrics, and a memorable chorus combine with the
frontal guitar assault of early
X for a hard rocking three
minutes and forty -two seconds.
"Your Haunted Head" rocks
as hard as early Pretenders while
on "Over Your Shoulder" the
band comes out of their shell
and lets the music break loose.
More introspective songs
include the pleasing ballad
"(You·re The Only One) Can
Make Me Cry" and a dar~, literal

ofJoan Jett and early Pretenders.
The lyrics are interesting in
some places ( "Still in Hollywood") and quite typical in
others (''Little Sister").
The band is comprised of
Johnette Napolitano who sings
and plays bass, the in~omparable
James Andrew Markey on guitars and drummer Harry Rushakoff. The hand produced the
disc along -with Mar'key's broth er Earle, who has also produced
the Long Ryders.
As is the case with a growing
number of American bands,
Concrete Blonde has R.E.M .
connections. Formerly named
Dream 6, the band changed
names when they were told that_
there were too many "Dream" BLOND, page 18
bands. They were al~o told that

on the record. Cope, the ExTeardrop Explodes fronrman
has managed to bring Ray
Davies' pop sensibilities up to
date and add a new twist,
something Ray has. been trying
to do for years. In addition, the
songs are as diversified as they
are good.

The EP opens with ."World ,
Shut Your Mouth", an MTV
favorite. Produced by Ed Stasi um (Ramones, Replacements), this track subtly lures
the listener in with its slight

COPE, page 18
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The Ins Outs Ups ilnd Down s of Fashion
. falt of Madonna to the spark of
the Beastie Revolution.
· When the Bimmer isn 't talking about the S&P 500, )r just
how cool it .is to sit aroun9 with '
tl)e hip a pres-noon crowd of the
Mub Pub, he decides about the
savoir faire· that will guide the
style set into the 2J 'st Century.
It will be interesting to see how
close our idea of what's hot
coincides · with what Tina and
Tim wrn live by in the year
ahead, Here's our personal picks
for 87 ...
Taking Sigue Sigue Sputnik
for granted, Love and Rockets
and Everything But The Girl
grab our music categories with
no close rivals aside from Peter
Gabriel. Next comes the French
vedette Be~trice Daile star of
Jean Jacques Bieneix's 'Betty
Blue' closdy followed by L7th
century epk poem writer John
Milton.
_; Timberlands are back ·in,
~pmm,anding over_$200.00 price
.:~~gs in Milan and sending ,
!\!~roves of Valentino-clad pani1

. By Greg Goostray
style-such as wearing Yves St.
and.Jon Ekstrom
.Laur~nt gloves and feathered
Tina C., editor of George-· · Atomage suits left over from
town's punk tabloid "Danish Specimen.
It drove one groupie from
Delight" says it's the next big
Wisc<~nsin to send everyone in
thing. Take her word for it.
The pop intellectualis·m fil- the band a fruitcake for Xmas.
With that in consideration,
, ling this woman's Sparkomatic
car speakers is most.often Sigue it's obv'ious we're dealing with
Sigue Sputnik, a British hi-tech something on a much larger
band of inexcusable affluence scale than passing pop here,
_, and technical incompetence that perhaps even the beginnings
borrows its. name from a Rus - . of what is truly suave in terms .
sian street g·ang, Burn, Burn of music, trendiness, tackiness
and life.
Sputnik.
So the next time you are
What more could one ask for
w heo cruising up the Jersey sitting around your Portsmouth
Turnpike and hitting every Roy fla_t wearing your Bananna Re.; Rogers ( correctly pronounced . public jacket, smoking MS ciRoy Rogets - like the cham- garettes, and thinking about
pagne) only to be coldly turned your heli-skiing trip to the
down after placing an order for Himalayas, ,consider you,r self
; Boeuf Roget a la Marseilles and chouette. You may just be part
·
, Pommes Frites.
of a rare breed of rising execOne cannot even start to utives such.as Tim "Bim" Howimagine reviewing Sigue Sigue es that hang around in posh
Sputnik along these lines of apartments near the center of
social progressiveness, never Durham predicting such paramind examining their inherent digmatic event~ like the rise and

nari to the Kittery Trading Post
in search of the precious zapados
from Newmarket.
Flipping through a copy of
0 Rio de Janerio and popping
a. few red M&M's into your
muuth is cool, yet cruising
through a Dunkin Donuts drive
thru and· talking on a Time
Magazine phone (.pretending
it's cellular) is what being sauve
is all about.
If you have anything even
remotely close in your life that
corresponds t6 the -items above,
consider yourself apart from
those who walk endlessly
around the Fox Run, MaHsearchi ng for some sort of warped
Hollywood fantasy or at least
a malnourished Lhasa Apso
from the Pet Menagerie to share
ih their grief ridden guest. Yet,
if you have absolutely nothing
in common with the above,
congradulations on becoming
part of the 99.9999 percent of
the popula.tion that doesn't
know Jon Ekstrom .

1

1

Look For Next
Week'S Review
of Maus

GRADOATE
STUDENTS...

PART-TIME, WGH
PAY, REWARDING
WORKINTHE
EXETER AREA.·

---COP E-- -BLON D(continued from page 17)
(continued from page 17)
rhythm and hooks the unknow- version of George Harrison's
ing for good with a chorus as "Beware of Darkness."
.
catchy as Jonny Bench.
"Levitation" is a kinks bash
The rest of the album is not
in the grandest tradition while
"Umpteenth Unnatural Blues" . always memorable, but it is fun
is everything a. pop song should -to listen to. The only major
be: catchy, bouncy,dancy, and complaint with the record is that
the production is. too slick. The
a bit of a novelty.
· The delightfully stinging band has obviously paid their
guitars of Pere · Usus "Non dues, and they shouldn't scorn
Alignment Pact" are followed . their roots with · such -neat
by the closer ''Transporting'.', production so early in their
a cacophoriic .celebra,tion .. Back- career. A little grit would be
·
·
, ward tracked drums and loud better:
. ·
· guitars abound.
'.
·
·
.. .
·~- · This Julian Cope disc is a must
· In the future, lets hope Con~
:listen for any fan of pop. While
. !the ba,d.'. news is ~hat is is only · crete Blonde loosens up a bit.
,Jive songs long, the good .news · Jn the mean time, Concrete ,
·, is that (foll length ~ll.:mm is due . Blond shoutd prove !()·be a goo~ .
. primer for. the: b~1.nd> ·. - •. ,: " ·, .
"•in eady March::Y'ive:-Cope, ,

Innovative and leading
edge company looking
for bright, energetic and
personable recent
graduates from. top
colleges and universiti~.
H yom GPA wu over
3.0 and you are a great
communicator with top
math & verbal skills, we
will train you. Excellent working conditions, fun
people, rewarding work.

Part-time, nights,
weekends; this is not
sales. F.am $10-$1S pet
hour. Call.. ..
The Princeton Review,
Exeter, NH at
(603) 772-2242.
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WORK HARD \ ·.· ·. 1·
THEN PLAYH ARDi .
AT THE

J

DELT A
·HOUS E

Try one of our del-icious 75¢ speciais .
served from 3.~30-9-:30 p.m.: M-W
Thurs. ti/ 8:-30 -

·GOOD LUCK
THIS SEMESTER

-

DELTA CHI
I

.

- Monday~Hamburger
· Tuesday-Grilled Cheese & Ham
Wednesday-BLT
Thursday-Chfcken Salad Sandwi~h

NEW ITEMS

,

(served day and night grill)

~

=-

: ~----=:

-

-~_,,_c;;_- ____,,. ., _:; _-

®

I

Chicken Patty $1 .65 .··
·steak-n-:-Cheese $2.75
Mot Ham-n-Cheese $2.50
Onion Hings 85¢.

.
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~

'
-~ n~ -

_:. ~ s
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Th·~ best way to reach
10,000 people is throug h ·
the
classif
ieds
~-------------------------~---~--~~---~
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-Personal-For S<:\le-Help Wan~ed-S~rvices-Housing-Lost & Found-Rides-Travel-Yard Sales'"Spor-fs
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AMOUNT ENCLOSED:
_ Advertiser's Name:
Address:
· Phone:

RATES: $1.00 for 20 words per insertion
Each additional run: $1.00
- All ads MUST be prepaid

-Times
To Run _
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FIN AN-CIA L AID
-AP PLl CA TIO NS ·-

.. THE LIBR ARY .. ;
A GREA T PLAC E TO WORK!

. OPEN INGS FOR: WOR K/ST UDY

,..J

J

'

NO W AVAILABLE

•Varied Hours .
• Importa nt Skills to Learn
• Variety of Routine s
• Interest ing New Friends

for 1987 -88 .
at the ·Finan cial Aid ·office
Stoke Hall
· (Long Wing facing .Stillings Hall) _·
(M~F 8:00_~4:30)
Appli cants shoul d obtain :·
·a _1987-88 UNH Appli cation,Form (gray) .
and
a 1987 -88 Finan cial Aid Form (F AF)

3.55 an hour to start. SEE MRS. MARTL ING, LOAN DES
R CALL 862-1534 FOR APPOIN TMENT .

.

. _;l! ~ ~ ! ~ i~ L ~ u~ .
AN APPL\lA fiON~
Yo l\ L-EAR\J A
l-OT A1:? oUT -r
Ll BRAR'/
I

l0

1

. . . .

• ;- .

-_

·

O'U MEe

, _ - ◊'
~

- PRIORITY DEA DLI NES
Unde rgrad uates : Febru ary 15, 1987
, Gradu ates: ·May 1, 1987

HAPPY TEAf1
Th e G_ra ni te .ye arb oo k ha s
op po rtu rii tie s fo r po sit i.o ns in
ph ot og ra ph y, ad ve rti sin g,
lay ou t, Sp or ts an d. literary. · .
Ju st dr op -in qn d fill ou t an ·
ap pli ca tio n in ou r office, ·. · . ·... ·.
.
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They're out for -b lood.
..;,
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After you're done with
school, you face one of
the li.ardest lessons in life:
Without experience,
it's tough to get a job. And .
without a job, it's tough to .
get ex_l)erience. .
At The Wall Street
Journal, we recognize that expi
rience is something you don't . start earning until after graduation.
B11t while you're waiting, we can
give you a head start by providing
some of the same competitive
advantages that experience brings.
For instance, our wide-ranging
news coverage gives you a clearer
understanding of the whole complex
·
world of business.
Our tightly focused feature re- ·
porti_ng prep~es you for your !11ore
spec1f1c amb1t1ons -whether m
management, accoµnting, finance,
technology, marketing or small
business. •.
And our in-depth analysis helps
.you formulate your ideas in a
sharper and more persuasive way.

} to $48 off the regular subscrip. tion price.
That's a pretty generous offer.
Especially when you consider
: what it actually represents. ·
Tuition for the real world.

To subscribe, call 800-257 -1200:l

.
Ext. 1066 toll-free.
I
I
t''.1clused
'. I gifi'i1:~11;1{
.
I Nanw ·
I
I

- Or mail to : The Wall Street Journa l. 500 3rd Ave. W., Seattle.

~As!~,~~ll t' Ollt' yt.•arof Tht"Wal\ Str•!etJou rnal for Sfi6-a

stll'jnp o/$.J~oJi"thc n ·1;1tlur suhsrriptio11 prin·.
D Payment
~~/·eeks for $26.

.

1

Studt•nt LD./:f _ _ _ (;171d . Month! ~i.~ar_~
A<ldn•ss _ __ _ _ _ _ __

_

.
City _ __ _ St.1h.• _ Z i p _ _

I
I

· At first, it was only
once a week. Then three
times. Now they're out for
blood every night. And they're riot alone . .
They're just two of the
thousands of -people all
over the country who are
finally starting - to do
something about the disease that _k ills almost
32,000 Am~ricans every
year..:._and afflicts another
38 million.
It's high blood pressure. •
And once you know you've
got '· it, -you can usually

1

II
I

.1 t~:;;::;\-;:.:·,:'.'. ::::::t '.::,:·,:::::::::'.:i•p,~~·i;;.~:::'.:,"i:'.:,:::::·::::;'.:':c:::t' t·" I

I'"fii~\Vall'street Journal. ·1

.1

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

~NT Tht' dai(l'dim~· o(lh1• A'.'.'.'.:c.a::''ll~(c~
• in Pennsylvania, call 800-222 -3380, Ext. 1066.
11186 Dow Jom•s & Company. Inc

--~_.•._. -_,,_.___,__ ~:---,..,;~:- -,- -~--~--m':.- ~~-----~:--~---~

control it. By following
your doctor's advice on
exercise, weight control,
salt intake, and medication.
Talk to your doctor today
about getting started on -a
program that will keep
you out for . blood. And in ·
the runni.ng.

WE'RE FIGHTING-FOR
YOUR LIFE .

American·Heart·
·, · Association

• 111111 111111111111111111111iu1111111111111111111111111111111111i1111111,1111111111i1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

POSITION NOW
PE'N
\ tivated student

rsonnel
DON'T GO TOM-ORROW· NIGH

Board

.The Student

-Part time
-Great Experience in·
• Public relations
•Marketing
• ·A dvertising
• Communications
. ,~creativity a:. plus

I

Frid~y 2/6:10 p.ID.& 12 midnight
?atUrday 2/7: 12 midnig,;p.f . .

,i1,pplicq£ions available in MUB
_ _

·-·, .; - . Rm -~#~22 - - 4 ,, ,. ,: .,
·• n -~·s· •.;}~a'.:.:,-_-,._ >8- t)?2·.. -)--•·-,_-,~:,..,0.
);:;t>"-. Q-· u· e-r ;t;a
- · . ;,/ ..

·· ..-1

,',7s \ . .:.:~~·

.:· ·J ,:. ':.. .-~--', __ .: •. .-.--~ -: _,

.:

__

~ue to· circumstances ~beyond our
control, MUSO has been forced
to postpone the sho•wing of
'Rocky Horror until next wee·
· ·
kend. ·

. / !'"

·;;.~:-:.;. \
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(continued frorn page 9)

director at St. Francis Seminary
in Loretto, Pennsylvania.
Brennan has lived and ·wtJrked
with the poor ir:t both the U.S.
and Europe
In 1969 he returned ·ttl Steu- ·
benville as a campu.s rr._1inister,
and then formed with 4 other
Fransiscans a new community
in Bayou la Bat~e, Alabamba.
From 1973 to 1975 he returned
to campus ministry in Fort
Lauderdale., Fforida . In 1-975 he
began co engage in full-time
ministry <)f evangelization, directing parish weeks of renewal,
priests' . retreats as well a:s
s~ripture institutes.
· In October, 1982, Brennan
~anning marr.ied a'nd he ma·ke~
. . hts home in · New Or Leans . He
c<;nr1nues to t-ravel a~d preach
Tetreats and missions. · ··

.

'
'

-

'

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

by Mike _Peters

BUT HE SORE t?.f D

· (£ARN HOW TO

~OUNGe,

IIIIAICH PIPERS
16,278 to choose from -all subj~s

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

·NNUI -aq"q;,~~J;~~~2
Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Assistance
11322 ISaho Ave. #206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025
Custom research also available-all levels

~------
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by Berke Breathed
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1HIS UNH/Rff/Nllm llfflllf< W/15
1tJ eNP 5(/P!JeNC/ /J()(l/#lN
'IJ1/U..Ef<'5 MW ftllT5'Wflll
tNJVRY. I/Nil W111te &VeNm
MIIKKW Wl!H 6£N6f<llt CHIii
tr W/15, N0/6KTH!le55,
IIPPAKtN11lJ /It/. 111/ff
''SCHWIIRrZ€N€Gr-£f<IZ
Of Oft/5 W/15 5/MflY
1fl6€.
~

SHOE

by Jeff MacNel/y .
.ONE OF 'TU&GE. v'A½"~
I'M Gf;TTIN~ ONE OF 11-IEiVl

F~T-P!ZEe. J/Or?e/..6... .

Educational·
Opportunities
in,Quebec _tor
New _:England
· Students
Under the.New England/Quebec
tudent Exchange Program,
ffgibl~ fu·ll-time students at
participating New ·England
mstifutions may spend one or
two·semesters during their
· sophomo.re or jvnior year at
one of the participating Quebec
institutions.
. INFORMATION

MEETING

u
,,;

Monday, Feb. 2
12:30 p.m_.

&

l
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f;_, /Jo ·
1

I
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DEAN OF STUDENTS
208 HUDDLESTON
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Teaching Asst.I Grad Student earn -up to
$8.000 / school year in spare time managing
on-campus marketing programs for Fortune 500 Companies . Write to: Carmpus ,
Dimensions. 2000 Market Sir .. Philadelphia ,
PA 19103 Attn. G. Liechty or call ! -800592-2121

Large roorr;i available in 5 bedroom duplex
in Newmarket. Large kitchen . living room
and bathroom $200/mo. plus utilities. More
info. Call Louise. 659-2981.

['"'_·__. _i.r_c_...
_s_.8.._''_l'_'__·

Male Prc,fessional desires 2 persons to
share 3 Bedroom duplex in So. Berwic;:k
$175. Month plus 1./3 utilities. 207-3845506 or 384-5337.
·
·

·Printer tor sale. Panasonic KXP- ·1090 Doi
Matrix Printer. Centronics parallel interface.
Ideal tor /HM -PC or compatible. $175 or
BO Call evs. 868~7327 ·

[_rt_elpw_anted----JJ[I1]

1980 Renault LeCar . Only 51.000 miles.
New radials. 38 mpg: Some rust. $650/bo
Call Lee. 207-439-3217

- - · -- -------·-·

--------- ----

It you consider yourself the professional
type and are looking tor a summer .job that
calls tor responsibility ·c reati,veness ar:id
dedication and offers students with a GPA
of 2.5 or above a minimum savings of
$3500.60. This could be the job for you.
To find out if you qualify please call 7 499578

_J[~]

Fashionable Newmarket-Need someone
to shar.e 2 bedroom apt Only $200/mo
plus heat/eleciric. Call Jeff 659·-7547

· If you are interested in a challenge that
can make a difference in your life. in your
future . and at UNH-why not · consider
becoming a Resident Assistant? Applications taken until February 5. 1987

-- - - --. --;----·-- ·---

····----··-··-----------

Learn Bartending--Spring Break, special
one-week course. · For details call Master
Bartender School. 84 Main St.. Newmarket.
NH Tel. 6,5 9-3718
Spring Break Jamaica. Project ~anager
'1eeded. FREE- vacation plus $$$, 1-800-

For _Sale: 77 Gray Toyota Corolla. $850
or best otter. Call 742-7.101.

White Mt . Jobs-Applications for summer
triai' Grew, S:helter caretaker , volun·teer
progrnm staff p6siti~ns (toordinat;r, cr53w
leaders. cobk). Wage plus room ,and boarq
Rewarc;ling ., challenging.Appalachian Mt.
Club. PO Box -298. Gorham ., N.H . 03581
!_?0_3 -4~6-?7?1)
,1
.

2~7-2061 ·-------- --- · ·-- - ·-·.- · .---·-·-·
Summer in Europe $239-Lowest Scheduled
Fares to all of Europe from Boston. Call
1-800-325-2222

Bartending Course-Spring Break. Special
one-week course. For details call. Master
Bartender School. 84 Main ,, Newmarket.
N.H. 'Tel. 659-3718

Are you thinking abol:Jt joining the RA staff
at UNH? Pick up information and an
application at any Residential Life Area
Office: located in Jessie Doe. Devine. and
Babcock. Return completed appl.ication
~ -T~~rsday, F!;!bruary 5, 1987

Electric Guitar for sale: Black Memphis
Les Paul Copy. Must sell $95. Good
condition. Volume arid I-one controls. 3
pickup combination switch. Call 868-9830
or 862 - 1323.

Couple needs woman to care for infant ·
in O\Jr hcfme 20-30 hours/week starting
'Apr.il' Hours/salary negotiable. 603-664- .
2879

,..

Want some experiencP.. tun and cash?
1979 Subaru 2-door 4-speed; new fenders:
Theri app/1 now for June Transfer Orrien~
Sum~er work ~/ am looking ·tor 10 UNH
no rust. A beauty. Dependable. $1 750 with
talion: tor info and applications contact
students to participate. in a _s ales and
~-~ar_~_r,tee, _or best offer 868-5122 _________ _
the Commuter /Transfer Center. Rm. 136.
management training prograrh Siudents
Excellent iires: two P185/80R13 steel
MUB. 862-3612 ask for Martha or Andrea.
selected get to run their own business; earn _ radials. Mts. $40 pair Two
195/60R15 ·
valuable work experience and average
Support
Groups for Women Who Have
steel. $50 pair. One unused 7.00-14 6PR
saving $3500.00 Please call -749-9578 tor
Been Abused (assault, sexual assault. date
$45 868-5122
.
·'·· ·- -- -· . - - ·
more into.
rape. incest. batte-ring. attempte·d rape.
1984 Kawasaki GPz 750. red. kerker 4 into/.
stranger rape). Tuesdays all semester.
Work Study job -operi i_n Education Depart- - he/mot. tankbag,
rainsuit. fast. perfect
3:00-4:30 p.m. at Cou,:iseling and Testing.
meni Semeste"r II. $4 00/hour'. General
condition . $2,000. Call Mark 868~6011 Schofield House. tor more information call
· clerical skills: Typing; Xeroxing. collating
. SERVICES
3698 and ask tor Dani.
and answering telephone are riecessary.
Moving and Hauling-College student with
Please apply in person at Morrill Hall. See
For a great summer job in June why not
a truck <f:an do moving and hauling. rubbish
M. Canfield.
be a part of the Freshman Orientation staff?
removal. and other small jobs. 5 ·years of
Applications now available in Dean of
Help Wanted~P-ersonal Care atten.dent
experience and references available. Call
Students Office. Deadline February 6
No exper1erice "necessary. Morn'ihg arid/or
M. Macinnes 868-6190
afternoons. -Easy-work. Great Boss. $5 hr.
If you are forced to have sex. are sexually
lnexMnsiv.e pet grooming by supervised
· assaulted. or raped and would like to talk .
~all qan
Even~~ .
· ThompsQn ~t;hoo! Stwdents .. Ca/•I for an __ to a woman who has beentrained to help ·
~ ;"f :arn $480 weekly- $-~O Pf r 1h,urct¢d
~p
~c.4t - : fin '.these siiuatio,ns.· cafi'-1fo2.'. ~12 (2 .ifay or .
envelopes stu.tted. Gua·rant·eEid.. -~fofrie:
.
.
night and ask for a RAPE CRISIS COUN -workers neded for company 1-')roject stuffing
TRAVEL
___ _________ .
SELOR.
. envelopes and assemb\ing ~ater-i'als. Send
.Spring Break Bahamas Trip. Seven days
- - - - - ·-- ·- ·-·· - - ·- ····---· ·--··. stamped self addresse~. envelope to JB·K
ADOPTION: W_
e 're a loving happily married
of sailing in Bahamas. I can't go and need
- Mail company PO Box 2f2i-.e 7 ~Castaic ,
couple. academic physician and psycho/659
29
to sell lrip:_$600. Can_L_?_ui.se
~ ~!_ ___
ogist. Eager to aJopt white newborn.
California.
91310
·
- - . . •. _;;,'•; .~- - --••--·•-••~

'
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Hey Limy's _you·re -Scirroco sucks! Andy 's
LeSchisa car beat it~get a rea/ · car. Two
· $hots.
·
MUSO photo school begins soon dark room
use $30. school and darkroom use $40
unli~ited access lo.the_dprk rooms! Call
862-1485 ,o r stop by room 148. MUB.
Go see a c,la'ssic GENE KELL 'r! musical".
"AN AMERICAN-IN PARIS". -Sunday night
in the Straftor_
d Room. $1 student admission.

Don't go to Rocky Horror tonight or
tomorrow night!!!! (it's been moved to next
·weekend).
·
Baskin Robbi~s: morning, noon. or night- .,y ou're definitely alright' I'm getting spoiled'
I Love You MORE!II Love ya, Your Cuddle
Buddy'
--'
Despite the disinformation spread by one
limey known as Psycho. Uncle Louie did
inde·e d die' tal!ing off the Wild Mouse.
·

Don't go to Rocky Horror tonight o.r
tomorrow nighi!!II (it's been moved to next
MUSO photo school - what.a good deal.
weekend). .
·
Excellent instruction low low price. Don't .
Go
see
a
classic GENE KELLY musical.
miss this chance to learn to process your
-"AN AMERICAN IN PAR_IS", Sunday night
own pictures! Call 862-1485 or stop by
in the Strafford Room. $1 stud.en! admisroom 148 in the MUB.
·
sion.
To Kim S. : You're The Best! Happy 21st
Carolyn. JoAnn and Nancy-Could we ever
Birthday. Best wishes for a fantastic year'!
again possibly have as much fun as last
Love . Hetzel
· Sat night? (HA!) Hopefully the gods of fun
Michael N. in Portsmouth-Are you sure
will bless us in the future. We need it
that was your sister?!? Incest: keep it in
(GRIST!)-fun, that is. ~Marj
· the family, OK? I'm relieved to see you're
Don ;( go to Rocky Horror tonight or
oft the streets and attempting a Hi.story
tomorrow night'!" (it's been moved to next
degree. but I thin~ you need major work
weekend).
on your darts game. You almost put the
bartender's eye out' Stop by. Carrie.

.

Don :t miss the great opportunity! Registration3/for MUSO phbtoscho·o1 begins
immediately' Proffesional photographer
will in;ti-uct you in beg. and adv. black and
w,hite . color workshops avail: 862 °1485
rm. 148 in the ~UB.
Peanut-head-No p'r oblem.t: .Just wanted
to let you in _on my craziness' Still working
at the PUB? Pulled any all-nighters to watch
the _~~mise recently? RSVP T_M H
Go see a cla-ssic GENE ~ELLY musical.
"AN AMERICAN IN PARIS". Sunday night
in the Strafford Room . $1 student admission .
Don 't go to Rocky Horror tonight or
t0morrow nightllll (it's been moved to next
weekend).
·
__ __
.
__
._

Cubes. Hi. What happened to the happy
· pear huh? Now we're just a couple of
peaches and to me it's the pill>. Love you
. .and miss,you. A significant other
Brain Dead' Per_sona!s for non-existent
shows and major changes late afternoons
on production days? No wonder you ~eed
~~~'.: Greg.·
Don't go to_ Rocky Horror tori.ight or
tomorrow night!llt (it's been moved to next .·

~8-~~~-~-~L _____ ~-~- ----

- -- - - -

Congratulations_UNH Hockey Team tor
a fine job·agaiA's! BU on Tuesday'. UNH
ended the game in overtime with a 4-4 tie.
Come watch the Wildcats defeat BU this
. Friday at Snively. Goqd Luck guys!

,Don'i go to ' Rock f Horror tonight or
tomorrow -night!(!.! (ifs been moved to next .
Hi Mom' This is your poor starving college : ' ~ee.f<'en_d). '·
.
.. __ __ _________ _
'student ple?ding tor some .d esperately , ' G6 se\3 a classi"c GENE KELLY musical.
needed,· financial assis\ance. The plastic
"AN AMERICAN IN P(.1-RIS '', Sunday night
people and my shady landlord are pounding
in ihe 'straffotd ·Room .- $1 student ad~is.~fl my'. c:J_oor. and \ ~b_rft,,ne_~dto tell-you
sio6.''>,.-+-:.·
( don ·t have a '. 'get out of jail free" card ·--· HiD-2.F-4 'andD-5!Arewegettingtogether
either. I may be forced to get out my fish
this weekend?? I hope .so!' Love you lots .
nets and red leather skirt, so if you don't
Lisa P..S. PK Th.e reason I got to go horn~
want your- daughter arrestee for solicitation.
early is .because /'m not managing editor
please send money (or a pair of high heels 1)
I • .•• . • . • ~•
·-, ___ .-,
. •·•
Hee Hee-C.
anyrriore . .sigh
·- - ---------Confidential. Call collect 212-724- 79042.
0
Go see a classic GENE KELLY musical.
Christine-you
ma·ke
a
terrific
receptionist[
"" a
Outstanding
jobs senior
1f you with
are .· :_
_,-·~_.-.· ,
sophomore. work/study
"AN AMERICAN IN PARIS ·,' Sunday night
junior or _1st sem.
Apply now to'r June Transfer Orientation
Personals
If I had known I would get such a response.
.. a 2.5 plus GPA. who wants a challenging
in t_h.e $1.rattord ijoom $1 student admisStaff: tor _info and application contact The
:
__ ._
· I would have opened l:J.P my ci~n d"ati~g ~
position in a friendly, supportive environ.___ _ _..__ ___._ _ _ _..J
sion.
·commuter i Transfer Cente_
r. Rm. 136. MUB
service
.
So
what
it
you're
engaged.
I'm
sure
·
ment. ~_pply to, be a tutor; counselor at
· To the man with the tan in my English 513
862-3612
Don 't go to Rocky Horror tonight or
you could find_afling 1
·::r AS.k. 21 Madbury Rd. 862-3698 by Feb . , class . Your red polypropylene long undertomorrow night!l11 (it's been moved to next
~o;,t Pink wool jacket with hat and gloves.
3·
wear really turned me on yesterday · How
The rocket g'irl s~nds_her love: <;3n·d hopes
weekend) . ________ ··- __ ···· ·- - ·-·- -----·----Missing from Sig. Ep on Monday Jar, 19.
about a drink sometime? See yoy_ Tues:day
~d ~rea~~ _f9!_~ .E~r.t ~~t_~eme~ter, · - ___ __ _
Computer Literacy Consultants. _immed.
Please return it to Apt. A3 the Ghetto or
Registration i·s on for MUSO photo schoo/1
at 3:30. -Miss Beowulf
·
n·eed for consultants to work wiih /NCO
· A3· at Sig . .Ep. It was borrowed and I can 't
Stop by room 148 in the MUB or call 862· 491 students . St,ud~nts _yvill use __a variety
afford to repla.ce it r
- ------~-------~--------------- --~-----------•
Call Ronald Reagan a jerk. Go·rdon Haaland
1485-for more info.
of PC 's plus Dbase Ill , Super Cale. _3 and
Hi Hall House 1You kn<?,w all those profesBeCome part of a gr~~·t·f~;dition!·-J\pply now
a w'eenie. Dean. Kitter a pest. Write tor the
. Boo·: ':chipper" upl Things will always get
-Worq_' Star p·acka·ges ._Previous expo_sure . sors have to do !Qkeep in touch with u~
tor June Transfer OrientaliDm toJ info and
Forum page and express your" viewpoint.
better. Tell Troy I said hello and remember.
to o·n~ ,or. ~Eiie -:or- these, sof.tw;:i-re. applica- ·"' _after Wedn,es-day j~ read th·e persona/si
'a pplications, . contact the Comm~ _ · Suomit two paged.typed entriE;s wit_h a name .
y0u alway~ have a friend in the great white
lions is necessary Con,atact J. Saczy~., Neil Lubow_<:lr'lQ, Mike Gass --ii was great _·
for / Transfer_Center . Rm . 136. 862-3612 . and phone numper to The New Hampshire. '
north. Love·. yoo know vvho
_
Pettee
Hot:Jse: Rrrt
304
or-CaJI
3426
ha~~~~- you 1Hope you enjoyed 1t! -~X_~-~ -..., .... ___ ___ :... _·•-•-•- .
. ·-----).
.. .,,. or 2245.
ask tor Martha or Andrea .
room 151 of the MUB .
The New Hampshire is looking for a fe_w
s-~-t~--R/d·~·; i·;-··; - f·; ~-~-- ~-n-d- ~~ ~·f;·dential .._ Do you eat a 1·o t o! ca~dy? ·oo you ' need
good people with the metal to be FORUM
service tor UNH student·s that are irito·x- ~ he/p ? Lets talk
contribute.rs. Submit two typewritten pages
- i'cated and ::;hould_not be driving. Thursday
LARS9 N
CHRISTENSEN HALL : DON'T BE A POto the New Hampshire room 151 of the
througt:i Saturday. 10 00 p.m. -2:00 a. m ..
TATO. VOTE MIKE DALY. THE IRISHMAN ,
MUB.
·" ;;{~
~l~ -~~?: ~-~1 -~___ , _ __ _ ____
FOR SECRETARY OF DORM GOVERf\! ~
Hi Doug. Patty. Christina. Julia. Karen B.,
MENT
Loo king for. an apartm e nt for next Se p-Judy, Miehe. Denise & Jeff. Rich & Dari.
te m b _e r? Check .out t~e Commu Stac ey N. my long lo st fr ie nd. wher e oh
Mike & Lynnie. Sharon. Patty S. Ray. Dave.
ter /Transfer Center. Room 136 MUB
wh e re hav e you bee n? You work in th e
Tim .& Cweed. Bill. Steve & Mari ~. N02 &
MUB . but I never see yo u. grub. The U/\.C's · Keith . Ralph. Dan. Veronica . El. Fe licia.
ACG-Thank you for great Gin Tonics. W,e '/1
see m lik e theJ re ove rse as . _Graduation
Mark. Catherine.. Kevin. Jeff . Julie, Moose.
ha ve to make more?? Sig Bird
is nea r. and I tear. we w1U ha ve to go out
Brian. Marielena. Rebe. John. Karen N ..
Ha ve you or a friend ev er drove or been
. c ould it be this year? Give me a c all ..
_
Brett. Tony. Sue. Jill. Kimmy, Andrea & Ericl
driv en I Q a party or bar and been too
your fir st freshman friend .
Love Lyena
intoxicated to drive hom e. If yes. next time
Well Mar~ T;a; l~r P..does UNH-- ~~r~~ with
call Sa te -Ride s at 86 2 -1414 . We operat e
HELPIII I thin k I'm in love with a 91.3 man.
you ?·•Here' s your ve ry' first persona/I Sorry
Tl:iursdays through Saturdays betwee n 10
Can anyo ne help me? I don 't k.r:iow how
0aven't ~_all~~ E,oon tho_u ~Ly~n_a
pm and_2_a m <
to ··turn him on. ·· and I c an 't stand it ariy
Delta Chi -Saturday night was greatl That
long er. Pl eas e help me vi a ;th e p ersonals
To th e three J's :. J e nny . Joyce and. Jim.
barn is th e ultimat e ! Lo ~kin'g forward tor
-Call me-Mi ss Weak Kn ees 1
~rry a~ouq~~ _trip PK
t?ur n~xt party Love ~~-u~
-To THE t-,1 00SE. How are you ? That was
Chri s.tine H. & Christoph e r, H -I miss you
TM H TMH TMH - 1 reall y appre c iat ed th e
tun th e oth e r night - we' ll ha ve to ha ve ·
two so much' Let 's go out som etime now
Chri stma s card. Thanks for t-hinking of meanoth er little ·gathering like that Do you
me.ans a lot. ,RSVP Peanut -head .
!_!:lat we·re aU _l~g_a\ Hee he~~!e, Ly_~ _a__
like work? Hope so. Let" s keep up th e good
To all the Giants fans. congratulations.
Fri end s don't'let. fr·iend.s drink and dri ve .
times. 0 K ?1S~e ya later. Love. L-ROD
It ha s been a /orig tim e. To the Jets tans .
Sate -Rid e Thursdays through Saturda ys.
Take a stand for on ce and make your mom
sorr y they gav e Coa c h Walton a new
_1_0 Pm ::~-~ ~ :_8.~I- 141 ~
happy. Write for the FORUM page. Submit
contra ct. Ha. hal
Wanted We ar.e in need .of a casua l hang
twa typed pages to room 151 of th e MUB
C
Shelley.
you ex - Hall Houser you. I better
out couch . Give us a ca·II. Sharon or Rac hel
or ca ll for space res ervations.
see-your smiling_tace soon . Lyena
at 862-4206

~~?:~!?4_.

1

13,6i~J"],itr'~·"''\ ·

':t·~ .'... -.- ___ _. _

--~"' --::

:·:\

I• I

___

By

GARY

Hi Babs-l} OVJ you ['J02
0
@1987 Universal Press Syndicale

0

· The best pi ctures anywhere! MUSO photo
school begins immediat ely' Call no.w - 862 !~485 or ?lop by r?_om 148~ ~e. MUB

Hey. Yo nk er. What" s up ? Just thought 1·d
say "HI ". How·s the drawing class going?
· I had a blast with you this past weekend.
Just tell YO!Jr bro·s friend to stay away from
tall bar stoo1s11 Talk to
later. Love Your
Lil Si s. -

ya·

Budman. I have to congratulate you on your
Giant win . Two Big Guys coming up. Hey.
let's get "buzzed·· Friday afternoon. Whad~a say? Y9_~r3.~~r.r,ie .
Kenton-/"m thinking of you . Sorr.y I hayen't
~_sited yo_u Luv. Your S.O.
-
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Be a Staff Membe r · of ·
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~~ ~~ ~ · FRESHMAN
ORIENTATION 'BT

- ** ·
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fin . al·_ 1·abou .
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The re ate jobs avai labl e
in
ed
rest
inte
one
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for
**
the .new spap er-, -
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.·I • Graphics ·.

Thi,s is a saiarie d positio n. i*
**
*: APPLICATIONS 'AVAILABLE .in the Dean of Students Of·fice
2nd _·Floor - Huddles ton Hall
·· **
APPLICA TION DEADLIN E ; FEBRUA RY 6 - .
*
**
*
·· ***
·~,. . .. .
.

*

*: ·• Pho togr aph y ·"-:_
**
!* •Re por ters
**
* • Typists
*
** . Stop by Roon 1151 in the MUB
*~. .,*
** . ·to fill out an appl icati on.

······ ······ ······ ······ ······ ······ ······ ·*

2s ,

·YEARS
. AMNESTY
INTERNATIONAL

WHY ?

USA

Huma n Rights Violat ions-in CHILE

WHE N?

7:30 p.m., Tuesday, Februa ry 3

-WH ERE ?
. Hamil ton Smith Hall, Roorp ' l28

MOV IE? Yes! "Missi ng Person s"

f'
lt,JV~,..,..
~,VVV\A,VV~A;u~A;u~A;u~~~~~
~

"I

·d
't . -1,

-- hat it s
. d ou t w t!.' .

** ,

learn more _a bout your university , ·
be a member of a great staff and have an
-enrichi-ng experience working as part of a team .

.1SUMMER EMPLOYMENT:

t

. The Ne w
. ·Hampshire . ,

~
You will meet ·people and have fun while
introducing the new freshmen ,to UNH...
you will be the first to meet them and they
will form their first impressions of _UNH from you.
You will di:velop leadership and communication skills ,

*

·,

.

-

Apply now ... _

*i

•

-:. • .

**

:

,

·'

·-

' \
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Hair And Skin Care For The Family

35 Main St. • Durham

868-7051
Thurs. & Fri. 8-8 • Saturdav 9-4

SWEATSHlRJS-SWEA TP ANTS
BEST QUALITY, LOWEST PRICES

R
-~

RUSSELL 'A THLETIC
SPORTSWEAR

SWEATSHIRT - 18.25
HOODED SWEATSHIRT
sw·E ATPANT
17.50

21.9

..

DQUBLEWEIGHT SWEATSHIRT

DERNES S

TRAILS -·
Durham Shopping Plaza, Durh~m~86.§-5584

, )
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Where

the

stand

W-ildcats

·Men's Basketball

Men's Hockey

;

..

'

ECAC NORTH ATLANTIC CONFERENCE STANDINGS
w
PCT
L
Niagar ..1 ( 12-4)
,8
1.000
0
Northeastern ( l 5-6)
1.000
0
8
2 .
Canisius ( 10-7)
6
.750
Boston University (9-7)
..
.625 ·5
3
Siena (9-9)
'.556
4
5
Hartford (9-9)
6
.333
3
Maine (3-11)
.250
6
2
Vermont (4-14)
.222
2
7
.222 .
Colgate ( 3-15)
7
2
UNH (2- 1 4)
]
.125
7

HOCKEY EAST STANDINGS

-

w
Boston C~)llege ( 20 -4-0)
19
Maine ( l 7 -7 -2 )
15
Lowell ( 15-8-1)
u.
Boston University ( I 0-1 2°3 ). . 10
Northeastern (6-16- 3)
6
Providence (6-15-1)
6
UNH (7 -1 9-2)
4

:

L
4

6
7
12
15
15
17

T

PTS

0
1
1

38
31

3
3'
1
2

27
23
15
.13
10

~

WILDCAT LEADERS
WILDCAT LEADERS

-

PTS

G

AVG ·

-Todd Black
Greg Steele
And¥ Johnston

1I
16

16

164
222
176

'

14.9
13.9
1 LO

-

James Richmond
Steve Horner
Tini Hanley

WILDCAT LEADERS

L

6
6.

1
1
2
2
5
5
4
5

5
5

3
1
0
0

PCT
.851
.857
.7 14
.7 14
.375
.167
·.000
.000

A

n
1/4
'14

PTS
37
29
22

.Wolllen's Hockey

SEABOARD CONFERENCE ·s T ANDTNGS

w

G
14
15
8

.. .

Women's! Basketball
UNH (10-6)
Northeastern ( 10-10)
Maine (17-2)
Boston University .(12-6)
Vermont (8-1 I )
Hartford (5-10)
Central Connecticut (6-6)
Brooklyn (0-17)

GP
27
28
27

.

Kris Kinney
Karen Pinkos
Beth Curran

AVG 20.6
10.3
7.6

. ·

(9-1-1 )

WILD.CAT LEADERS

\

Shelly Difronzo
Janet Sidall
Andria Hunter

GP
1I
1I
11

G
8
7
6

A
7
6
7

PTS
]5

n
]"_")

The New Hainpshire
needs .... ·

writers & phOtographer s!

....

• get your name in print!!!
• gain valuable experie~nce!!!
WHEN YOU LEA VE SCHOOL,
HEAD UPSTREAM-TO STATE STREET.
If you'd like to get your feet wet with a position that offers solid advancement
potential, start your career off right at State Street We have immediaJ~ full time ·
opportunities that will get you .into the swim of things right fr~m the start.

Both are paid positions.

Accountants

No experience- necessary

You'll work with computer ~ystems and be responsible for daily cash
management and trial balances; contt~J and administer the Mutual Fund's
assets, Jiabilities and income for daily security investment transactions;
and monitor safekeeping securities and corporate actions, settle trades and
provide portfolio reporting. To quaHfy, you'll need to be a detail oriented
individual with good communication and organizational skills. A minimum ·
of 2 years' full charge bookkeeping experience or 2 year~ of accounting in a
degree program is required.
.
. -~
State Street offers comprehensive benefits program including l 00% tuition
coverage for career-related courses of study.
_
..

\

~we will train!

Dive Right In.
Stop in at our North Quincy personnel office any weekday - free parkinl
it available and we're just two blocks from the MBTA. If you prefer, maul
your resume to Margarete Kolis, State Street Bank and Trust ·company,
. 1776 Heritage Drive, North Quin~y, MA. 0~171.
,
An equal opportunity employer

~StateStree t··

-Stop-by rtn. _
151 ·in the MUB !

f
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'Cats drop ninth in a row to Holy Cross
By Stephen Skobeleff

Captain James Richmond celebrates a goal with recently-returned Mike Rossetti. Rossetti
·is making a strong comeback from his wrist iniury.(Ronit Larone photo}

The UNH crew had taken an
_ You may'have noticed that
11-point lead with them into
UNH has recently been plagued
with a bad s-p ot· of weather . It the locker room at the half, 40has been very cold outside. But 29. During the 12 minute lapse,
though, that lead dwindled, aµd ·
the deep freeze hasn't just been
?,'hen Cq.1sader Greg Martucci
contained to the external parts
of the campus. Inside Lundholm scored with a stuff that would
Gymnasium has got -to be very have done Michael Jordan
cold also. Something has stalled proud, Holy Cross took over -the
lead they hadn't held 'since early
the men's hoop team as of late.
Coach Gerry Friel and com- in the first half. Seconds later,
pany have fallen into a little Glenn Tropf added a deja vu
slump, a nine .game slump to type slam and the lead was up
·
be exact. Some losses, such as to-three.
From there the upper hand
last night's, have been heartbreakers. Last evening the Holy was exchanged several times
Cross Crusaders became the until the 2:04 mark At· this
ninth team in a row to victimize . point Holy Cross' Paul Durkee .
followed up his own miss to put
the UNH squad.
Friel looks further than the his team· out Jront for the
record and the scores and feels remainder of the comest. UNH
his team is still doing a super had one last chance to tie it w1th
job. He sees it as "a great job ten seconds showing, but Greg
under very trying circumstan- Steele's (21 points) 3-point
ces". The effort is there as far attempt was nothing more than
as he is concerned. "I can't ask chat . The Crusaders marched
anything more of them. Hope- out with a 57 ~54 victory.
The Wildcats were not unfully they'll get a chance to enjoy
all .their hard work before this . familiar to scoring droughts
prior to the Holy Cross contest
whole thing is out."_
The problem may just be the though. Last Tuesday evening,
the platoon dropped their
eighth consecutive game at
They not only know how to go Siena College. The team played
throtJgh cold spells in t~rms of the final three minutes of chat
games but also in ·terms of game without any points to
minutes. UNH took twelve and show for it. The Indians prehalf minutes to score their first vailed 70-58 despite 12,· 13, and fie-Id goal of the second half._The 17 point efforts from UNH's
Wildc_acs certainly to<:)k enough Derek Counts, Andy Johnston,
shoes, but the aim on each was arid Steele respectively.
Friel's men travel to Vermont
about as good as the aim of .
bullets meant for Rambo. Friel on Saturday for their .next
commented ·on chis subject also. battleagainst. the Cantamounts.
"They're doing a damn good jqb Their next game at friendly
defensively and offensively we Lundholm c'akes place Tuesday
just got to wait until someone_ evening at 7:30 against the BU
. - ~. finds the 1:-ioc hand."
~ - - 'Terriers.-_

Wanted:more woman runners ·~c:~~~o~; t:1',~/~i·~~l;~;
·By Rick Kampersal
However, despite the scant- a close second.
iness of performers, six Wildcat
UNH came in third in the
The women's indoor track
women managed to produce meet totall.ing 22 points: Dartteam is currently facing a probperson_al records last Saturday mouth scored 74 and UVM had
lem . They just don't have
'
enough competitors. "We don't . 10 a tn-meet with Dartmouth 63.
and UVM. Wenmark, a sopho- - Judging by the two previous
have that many people," said
more specializing in weight meets, the Wildcats' objectives
freshman Dawn Enterlein. "We
events, set records in the shot seem to lean heavily towards
definitely lack in some of the
put and ·the 20-pound we-ight individual feats. "Because of the
more important events." Teamthrow. Sophomore Fay Walt- shortage, we've set some im mate Karen Wenmark agrees .
man and freshman Heidi Hill portant individual go<1ls on our
"I'd say that in order to improve
.on .Qur r-ecor:d (0::2), we n~ed to ." _ ~sta_b lishe~ person~~! ,r_e~9.rd§._) n own," said Enterlein. "We're
the 20-pound weight throw as lobkfrig ·m;i·nly a~ who will be
add some depth," she said.
well. "I would say that our competing in the ECAC's."
·• It is not a o)mmon problem.
In fact, it's a no-win situation
weigh~,eve_nts are our strongest
·· You'll never hear of a shortage
event, sa19 Wenmark: Fresh- for the woman · harriers. "Even
of football players or soccer
man 1500-meter runner Tammy if we have someone come in
players. It is both a unique and
To_selli and junior -1000-meter first," said Wenmark "The
· a. serious problem. '-'We need
runner Tara Teevens set ma·rks bigger teams usually o~tpoint
long-jumpers and spr.inters
in their events . Senior Terry' u_s _with second and third place
esp€cially," said Enterlein .
Dexter set a record in the· 55- fm1shes. It's kind of frustrating."
"Sometimes we have to go into
meter run. The two -mile relay
UNH's next meet is Saturday
. an event without a participant."
te~m <)f Teevens, Toselli, Jen at the Bates Invitational.
The 0-2 mark reflects the di-Bnggs, and Enterlein came in
lemma.

UPCOMING EVENTS

Men's Hockey: BU at
UNH, Fri., 7:30

Men's Hoop: UNH at
UVM, Sat.,1:00

Turbulent·waters
By Paul Sweeney
Tli'ere ha~ been n<)thing but
rough wa~rs for the UNH
men's swimming team recently.
Last evening's 122-85 loss at
Boston College extended the
Wildcat's losing streak to four
As a uriit, the swimming team
has been struggling to keep it's
head above the water. l-:Iowever,
several individuals have turned
' in fine performances for coach
Frank Helie's squad. Against
th~ Eagles, Doug Gordon shone
brightest for the 'Cats. The
junior won both the 100 freestyle and the 200 free, the latter
in the time of 1-minute 49.8
seconds.
0 t he r v i c to r i o-u s · U N H
swimmers include Eric Andrew

_in the 200 fly, Chris Swirbliss
in the 500 free; Philip Hugo in
the 100 free, Brian Kablik in
the 200-yard breaststrok~ and
the 400-yard freestyle relay team
of Swirbliss, Gordon, Matt
Stewart and Joshua Kay.
·
The swimmers return to
home waters for ·a meet with
Tufts on Tuesday. Even Swasey
Pool in the UNH fieldhouse ·has
treated the Wildcat men
swimmer; as if they were alien
intruders. In their own pool last
week, the 'Cats dropped a 117~
92 decision against Bowdoin.
Hugo turned in season bests · ,
of a 4 :5 9.4 500 free and a 1.48.3
200 free . Diver Clint Bog,trd
took the three-meter dive event
for the Wildc~ts.

Gym.n_astics: -Mary-land and Penn St.
at UNH, Sat., 1:00

Women's Hoo'p: Brooklyn atUNH, Sat., 7:00

•
Women's Hockey:
UNH at Northeastern,
Fri., 7:30
UNH -at Providence, ·
~11

n

7- ~()

The UNH Gymnastic's team has a big meet Saturday at 1:00
against Penn State and Maryland at the UNH fieldhouse.

Th_e bait' is t·he~e for .th~ taking as· Wildcat K.ris Kinney
goes up with a Black Be_a r.(Cra~g Parker photo)
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Sports
Last -min ute Terri~r surg e ties Wild cats
,By Chris Heisenberg ·
The hostile confines of Wal- took exception and received a
ter Brown Arena. again snatched slashing penalty.
Dorval's 'wake-up line' has
a victory from the UNH men 's
and Greg Boudreau on
Lambert
niverU
,Boston
as
team
hockey
sity scored with 29 seconds left the wings with Mike Roth and
to tie the 'Cats 4-4 on Tuesday Peter Wotton on defense. That
hard- hitting line seem.ed to
night.
The -dissapointing ending . wake up the physical part of
. covered up a solid UNH come- UNH's play .
On the Pesklewis powerplay,
back in the third period, in
which they scored three straight Quintin Br)ckley fed Horner
goals to lead 4 -3. The point whose high shot bobbl~d over
moved UNH to within three of Deraney into the crease, leaving
the final Hockey East playoff Tim Hanley with the tip-in goal.
Again there was a penalty after
s.lot. ·.
The tie came after a bad · the goal as Hanley was assessed weekend at Maine in which a ten-minute misconduct for not
UNH was outscored 18-3. The having a mouthpiece, and anothTerriers of BU will be at Snively er ten for protesting too loudly.
tonight for the rematch at 7:30. However, neither pena.lty left
"We' re pleased but not sat- UNH shorthanded.
In the final minute BU sent
isfied with the effort,'; captain
James Richmond said of the tie. out its top line of Ed Lowney,
"We.had the-chance to win, but Clark Donatelli and Mike Kelfer
we made an error to let them (John C,u llen W<!.S suspended for
tie it . We played a solid 60 the game). Twice UNH man aged to clear the zone with BU
(acn.1;ally 70) minutes."
"The Maine weekend was the having an empty net, but on the
goal with less than 30 seconds to pfay in the game for the BU Terriers to earn a 4lowpoint oJ the season for us," third surge Donatelli fired a pass · It took a
watcn as he was kicked out of the game.(Ronit'
said senior Greg Rota. "It was off a shinguard to Lowney in · · 4 tie with UNH. Tim Hanley wasn't around to
important for us to come back the slot, and his backhander _.. L,.,a, ._ro""-""n""'e--:1P.ah~o"'-'tuoLJ.)~ - - - - - - -.,---- - - - - - -- -- - - - ~ - - -- - -- - - -with a good effort: . After the
blowout the players got together
at Richmond's house to re - .
·
regrouped and had a slight
group."
somebody in a coffin/shooting at the buzzer, and Maine, who
The 'Cats took the game from advantage in the first half, but By Rick Kampersal
left Durham snarling, will have
-You know those endless, a meager 5 of 22 .- She did
BU in the third period after the Terriers came on with heavy
re·ve-nge on their minds next
rebounds,
20
collect
to
manage
trailing all game long. Mike pressure in the last half, out- "miss one and .run a while" free tqough. "We did a heckuva job tim<; . around. And next time
throw drills .that basketball
Sullivan scored early on for the shooting the 'Cats 7-2.
on her," said Sanborn. "We aroqnd won't be too long.
"They had the man advantage players go through in practi- .
Terriers, but Mike Rossetti
prepared for: her and our defense -: The 'Cats have five corifer evened it up at the three-minute at the end, and our end zone ce?You know, those ones where on her gave us a big lift."
ence games in a row in the next
up
end
usually
mark of the second period with . coverage is designed to cover the players
twelve days. Brooklyn, NorUNH
half,
first
.
close
a
In
_
a move in front of _goalie Bob three forwards, not four (with · running ten miles a,nd cursing managed to walk off with a 31 - theaster_n, Boston University,
coach?
said.
their
the extra attacker)," Rota
Deraney.
Central Connecticut, and Maine
The Wildcats' free throw 26 lead. Obviously, Sanborn
Just·over a minute later, Clark "They left an open guy and the
halftime talk, for will all be looki-ng- to bump the
rousing
a
gave
night's
Wednesday
in
success
DonateHi scored on Rota, who puck bounced to him."
there was no sign of a letup in Wildcats from their comfy
"We were down 3- 1 in the matchup with Maine was a big .
qad fifty saves in a great effort,
the 'Cats second half play. The perch. "Now that we're in
givirig BU a 2-1 lead after the third, and it showed a lot for reason for the team's jump i_n to offense, behind junior guard front," said Dorsch, "Teams will
second period. Sullivan widened us to ½ome back," Richmond·said first place in the Sea~oard Karen Pinkos' six _assists and definitely be out to get us. That
the lead to 3-1 at 4:09 with a after surpassing Barry Edgar Conference.
more than will be tbe •hard part." With any
The game, as most have been Kinney's 26 points,
power play goal, but UNH · for .13th place on the UNH
the Black kind of luck, Coach Sanborn and
against
own
their
held
pulled back with a goal from scoring charts. "After this tie this year, was evenly-matched Bears. But Maine was still in the her team could be labeled favorremaining.
the things are looking better, with four minutes
Steve Horner.
hurit before UNH started hit - ites in the March 4-7 Seaboard
On that play, Richmond stole but we also have to play better That's when the 'Cats went to ting every free throw they took. Conference Tournametlt.
perfect
a
shot
the foul line and
the puck at the side of the net ourselves." .
Winless Brooklyn puts its_
So now all the 'Cats have to_·
BU will have leading scorer ·100%. Sophomore cente-r Kris
from BU defender Jay Octeau.
· losing streak on the line SatEasier
same-teams.
the
beat
is
do
junior
and
8
for
8
went
His short p-a ss found Horner John Cullen back after he sat Kinney
said than done. Teams like urday at Lundholm Gym. Game
who backhanded · the ,puck over out the first game with a spear- guard Melissa. Pfefferle hit 6 of Northeastern (6,.1 conference rime is at 7:00. Go see a team
won,
evemually
Wildcats
The
6.
The
Deraney. The goal was a pow- ing penalty disqrnilification.
mark, tied with UNH) who Jost playing some good basketball.
erplay goal, UNH's· first in the hot •line of Lowney, Donatelli 61-52. "There's no doubt how
and Keifer has been together important those free throws
last 24 tries.
As the third period wound over ten games while Cullen has were," said Coach Kathy San down, Mark Dorval of the been mov~d to a line with Scott born . "We · needed to shoot
newly-labeled 'wa_ke -up line' Young and Ville Kentala. Lqw - 100% ."
· The 'Cats have now played
caught Tom Ryan with his head ney has always been a thorn in
down at the blueline and inter- UNH's side, as he scored twice each conference opponent at
cepted a cross-ice pass. In alone in last year's playoffs, including least once and have ·a 6-1 record.
"That's the big thing," said
on Deraney, Dorval went to the the winning goal.
"We've seen each team
Sanborn.
Hockey
9
last
the
into
Going
up.
game
the
tie
to
backhand
It was Dorval's first collegiate East games, UNH lies fo sev- now and we know what to
goal, and linemate Rick Lambert enth place, three points behind expect."
Going into the battle for first
went into the crease to fish out Providence and five behind
Nonheastern. UNH will have place with Maine (now 5-2 in
the souvenir.
BU's Matt Pesklewis, who a shot at Providence next week the conference, 17-2 -overrall)
had already made three trips to and ·then Northeastern twice had to be considered the favor ite, but not in th~ mind of Deb
the pena~ty box on the night, in the final week.
Dorsch and her teammates.
"Yeah, they were thought by
people to be the favorites," said
the freshman forward. "But we
didn't think so. They've played
a weaker schedule so far than
we have. That's why they are
.
17-2."
There was another reason to
think of Maine as the favorite,
however. They have the leading
rebo_u nder (13.1 rpg) and 4th
leading. scor~r (20.3 ppg) in t~e
little
Seaboard Conference in l.1z Wildcat center Kris Kinney protects the ball with a
Coffin. Bot Liz play~d like aggression during·UNH's 'w in. (Craig Parker photo)
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Free throw s save Wild cats

